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The Future of Public Education- "Can Public
Ed ucation Survive Freedom of Choice ? Vo uchers.
Tax Cred it s or the Status Quo?" is the topic for
discuss ion at a symposi um sponsored by USD
Schoo ls of Law and Education. More Ha ll Coun room. USD. Feb . 14 at 8 . Free .

Howard K. Smith-T V newscaster speak s at
Ca mino Theatre . US-0 . Fe b. 9 at 7. In fo : 29 16480 ex t. 4590.
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MAGAZINE
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1980

The Beethoven Cyclee--USDcontinues its concen seri es prese nting the entire cycl e of 32 Beethoven Piano Sonatas. Father Nicolas Reve les. Ilana
Mysior and Michae l Bahde perform Op . 10 No . 3.
Op. 26 (Funeral March) and Op . 101 . Mar. 16 at
4 . Camino Theatre. USO . Alcal a Park.
Ti ckets:
291-6480.

Herman Graffe:

Retrospective Selections--

Expressionist drawings representing 50 years of
Graffe "s work runs Feb . 19-Mar. 13. Founders

Gall ery. USD . Weekday s 10-4 . 29 1-6480. ext.
4261 .
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CAN'TBEAT THE CLOCK

Gonzaga Five Roi is Over USD, 72-62
. By AILENE VOISIN
Staff Writer, The San Diego Union

The night before the University of San Diego was to host ·
Jonzaga in the Sports Arena, Torero Coach Jim Brovelli
had this to say about the 45-second clock: "I don't like it
at all. I don't like any part of it.
Last night, after the Toreros fell, 72-62, to their West
Coast Athletic Conference opponent, he had this to say: "I
still don't like it. I don't like any part of it."
At least he's consistent.
On the other bench was ,Gonzaga Coach Dan Fitzgerald
- a critic of the clock since
its inception. But after the, Bulldogs held USD off in
the final minutes with a
slowdown offense, Fitzgerald spoke favorably about
the WCAC's one-year
experiment.
"One · thing that has
surprised a lot of people,
including myself, is how
much the clock helps the
team that's behind," . he
said . . "Tonight, for example, USD was getting back
, into the game when the
clock comes off. We can go
into a four-corner offense
and hold the ball."
Which was exactly what
the Bulldogs did, forcing
USD to commit deliberate
foul after deliberate foul.
And this too, worked
- against the Toreros.
Gonzaga, which shot 93
percent from the line in the
first half, wasn't quite as
good in the latter half (72
percent ), but good enough
to keep USD from coming
closer than six-points.
· The Toreros, 1-8 in
-- StaffPhoto ByJohn Gibbins
league and. 5-12 overall,
Baldwin (21) of Gonzaga University in
University of San Diego's Brad
trailed throughout the conLevesquemanages to pass the ball of
last night's game at the.Sports Arena.
' test. They were down, 35-30
before making contact with Don
Visitots scored 72-62 victory.
at halftime, 54at the 44
at
midway point of the second later said, "I would like to have been reduced to four.
overs, didn't get the ball
half, and 60-52 with five see eliminated."
Those were the baskets inside . . ."
minutes remaining.
Nonetheless, there were Brovelli was most upset
He might have been
The clock came off at the his Bulldogs, being fouled , about afterward.
somewhat consoled to hear
five-minute mark, but be- and taking advantage of it
"I can 't believe we that Gonzaga, the top defore either team made any at the line.
missed those shots,' ' he fensive team in the WCAC,
adjustments, USD was beIn those final minutes, said. "But the kids are
hind by only six, 60-54, with USD had a few opportunites tired. We've had to come "played one of its best
games of the year," acfour minutes to go.
to narrow Gonzaga's lead, from behind in the last four cording to Fitzgerald.
Gonzaga took a timeout, but Russell Jackson and or five games. You just
Statistically, the Bullhowever, and went into a Darryll Barbour both can't keep doing that.
dogs'
shot 55 percent from
Bulldogs' version of the missed easy baskets inside.
"On top of that, they
four-corners - the same Had they scored , the Bull- killed us at the line, we the field and 81 from the
offense of which Fitzgerald dogs ' advan tage would committed too many turn- line, outrebounded USD 2320 (USD got only eight in
the second half), and had
four less turnovers.
Gonzaga , 3-3 and 8-9
overall, was led by guard
James Sheppard with 22
points and seven rebounds.
Don Baldwin and Eddie
White added 12. W bite, a 6-5
guard, was also a perfect
eight of eight from the line
For USD, Earl Pierce
finished with 16 points,
while Mike Stockalper.
Jackson and Bob Bartholomew contribut d 10 each.
USD has a week off be
fore the Pepperdine Waves
visit Feb. 7 for i! . second

EVENING TRIBUNE
CONTINUEDFROM PAGE F-1

Forward Brad
Levesque of USO stretches
skyward for a rebound . in last
night's game in the Sports Arena

BIG REACH -

as Gonzaga guard James Sheppard. left, can do little but watch .
Gonzaga won conference game
62. - Photo by John Gibbins

.

. "You can 't worry about their final 10 points on 10-.
the things you have no con- for-IO shooting at the foul
trol over," USD coach Jim line - overcame the Torero
Brovelli said of the loss of exuberance.
"They had good poise
the above trio, all of whom
were considered among the there at the end," said
team's top six players in Jackson of the visiting Bullthe pre-season . " There's dogs (8-9 overall; 3-3 in the
WCAC) . "That's what did it
absolutely nothing I can do
for them . We were like that
about those things, so why
at Pepperdine when we
bother with them?
" I have never been a beat them . They kept coming back at us up there, but
believer in instant success
we held on. That's what you
anyway;" he continued .
have to do to win."
" We're looking at longBut you also need the
term goals. We want to esWhen you are a
bodies.
because
ourselves
tablish
mouse attempting to roa r
when we do become a force
in this conference - and wel
will - we want it to be a
year-after-year thing."
Ask Brovelli about his
team and he will tell you
things. That it is a bit short
on skill. That it depends on
scrappiness because of a
lack of depth. That. emotionally, it may be winding
down.
"We've been making
great comebacks all year
and we 've been exerting
ourselves in all of the
. games just to stay in
them," he said. "When you
have to struggle like we do
just to score, you tend to
get mentally fatigued . . I
think that's what was
wrong tonight. I think. the
guys are tired . ot physically, but mentally."
In truth, despite Brovelli 's assessment that " that
was our worst game of the
year," the Toreros could
have won last night - mentally fatigued or not.
.Paced by the scoring of
Earl Pierce ( 16) and the
equally distribute d 30
points of Bob Bartholomew,
Russell Jackson and Stockalper, USO trailed by only
six at 60-54 with 4: 13 to
play. From that point, however, Gonzaga 's four-corners offense along with its
coo t - the Bulldogs scored

as is USD, talent is a prerequisite.
" One thing you can say
about our team is that everybody is pla ying as hard
as he can," Brovelli said.
"But there's no question I
about it. If we had one or
two premier Division I
players, we' d be very competitive. That's why it's
critical that we have a good
recruiting year."
Then, perhaps, the postgame questions will not be
answered in bits and pieces. Th en. perhap s. th e
mousewill roar .
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USD Loses to Gonzaga, 72-62
)

The Times

Special

SAN DIEGO--JamesSheppard scored 22 points as Gonzaga defeated the University of San Diego, 72-62, Thursday night in a We$t Coast Athletic Conference game at the

FEB 2

Sports Arena. ..
The win improved Gonzaga's record to 3-3 in conference

1980

Dr. Evelyn E. Whitehead and Dr. James Whitehead of

the University of Notre Dame theology facuJty will give a
workshop on "The Christian at Midlife" next Saturday
and Feb . IO at De Sales Hall at the University of San
Diego. The fee is $65.

play and 8-8 over all.
·
·San Diego, which was led by Earl Pierces 16 pomts,
slipped to 1-8 in the WCAC and 5-11 overall
DAILY
CALIFOR NIAN
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1980

NEXT SATURDAY:
Howard K. Smith, for 40 years o leading radio
and televis ion journalist, will speak on "The Changing Challenge for America" at 7 p.m. in the
University of Son Diego's Camino Theatre. Admission is free, but to make sure of getting o seat,
get tickets in advance at USD's Serro Holl .
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Moral Values Teaching
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I values to young people will be
The teaching of
Diego continuing Educaexplored m a Umvers1 y o
tion Seminar from 7 to 9 p.m. Tuesday in the School of
Nursing, Room 106.
.
The speaker will be Richa_rd Reichert, coor_dmator of
the Green Bay Diocesan Office of Education in Wisconsin. The fee is $3. •
.
"The Christian at Mid-life" will be the topic of a twoday seminar for personal reassessment and reconciliation Feb. 9-10 at USD. Dr. Evelyn Eaton Whitehead and
Dr. James D. whitehead, members of the theelog1cal
faculty of Notre Dame, will be . facilitators and the
workshop fee is $65.
.
Information about both programs can be obtamed by
calling 293-4585.

e offic ial sets US
D lect ure

The Rev. Vincent Dwyer, director of the Center for
Human Development at the University of Notre Dame,
will speak on "Guilt : A Christian Response" at 8 p.m.
Feb. 10 at the University of San Diego.
Proceeds from the lecture, for which tbe suggested
donation is $5, will go to the National Organization for
Continuing Education of Roman Catholic Clergy, which
is holding its seventh annual convention Feb. 11-15 at the
Royal Quality Inn, 4875 N. Harbor Drive.
Dwyer is author of the Genesis II scripture program,
founder of Ministry to Priests, and a prayer symposia
)ecturer. He will also address the convention at 8 p.m.

Feb. 11. His announced topic is "The American Priest
Today."
Bishop Thomas J. Grady of the Orlando, Fla., Catholic
Diocese will speak on "A Bishop's View of the American
Priest" at a 7 p.m. banquet Feb. 15.
Among the other convention speakers are the Rev.
Msgr. J. Warren Holleran of the Vallombrosa Center in
Menlo Park ; the Rev. James Gill, Harvard University
psychiatrist ; and the Rev. Robert Pelton, of the Notre·
Dame Institute for Clergy Education.
The convention is open to clergy and laymen.

Qpinions Vary
On Pianist
Being a visitor to ' San
Diego from South Africa, I
considered myself fortunate to be able to attend
the All-Beethoven concert
at USD Sunday, Jan. 20.
However, next morning I
was appalled at your critic's harsh remarks about
one of the pianists.
While agreeing with his
praise of Ilana Mysior's
most excellent and inspiring performance, I think
that his criticism of Michael Bahde was unnecessarily scathing . In fact, instead of encouraging a
young musician, which,
after all, should be the
function of a music critic,

Michael did not deserve such devasthat
I consider
.
_he seems to take a fiendish Bah
de acquitted himself tating criticism BERSTEIN
delight in exaggerating and
SIL
ISA
and,
ly
itab
ly cred
Lakewood
underlining his every fail- extremeopin
ion, he certainly
in my
ing.

JI
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Of Pro Tours, Collegiate Team
An d Ot he r Tennis Things
Tennis tidbits from there and here : or professional cirBoth the women's and men's maj
s in the next two
cuits will make Southern California stop
weeks.
ova headline the
Tracy Austin and Martina Navratilips
of Los Angeles
field for the $150,000 Avon Championshinues through Feb.
cont
and
which commences tomorrow
10 at the Forum in Inglewood.
tour thus far,
Martina has dominated the winterus at two of the
orio
vict
g
rgin
eme
three stops. Austin won the other
championship .
Four other top-IO ranked players
are entered, Virginia Wade, Wendy
Turnbull, Sue Barker and Kathy,
Jordan. Of the tour 's teen phenoms
Pam Shriver and Hana Mandlikova
is
are entered but Andrea Jaegeronnot. National City's Marita Red
do and Del Mar 's Terry Holladay
are also expected to compete.
Feb. 11-17, the men's tour digs in
at Palm Springs with Jimmy ConHank Wesch
nors the main attraction in the
$250,000 Volvo Tennis Games.
stellar field that
The same tournament attracted a and
Connors fast
included John McEnroe, Bjorn Borg McEnroe nor Borg
her
neit
y
year, but barring a late entr
eliminated in prelimiare expected this time . Both were nors
advanced to the ·
Con
nary rounds last year while
pion Rascoe .
cham
tual
even
to
·
g
losin
semifinals before
.
year
Tanner, who'll be back to defend this
Nastase and a
Vitas Gerulaitis, Guillermo Vilas, Ilie
entered.
also
host of other capable tour regulars are

• • •

en's tennis teams
San Diego County's collegiate wom
ther to resume
wea
the
in
are thankful for a break

us next week.
preparations for seasons which turn serio
o figure to be
Dieg
San Diego State and University of San
dules. United
sche
ng
stro
g
facin
e
highly competitive. whil
first venture
its
States International University makes
game after
ge
colle
en's
into the top level of the wom
year. Point
last
II
sion
Divi
in
ly
onal
nati
finishing seventh
Ill and in
sion
Divi
W
Loma and UCSD will compete in AIA des Westmont and
inclu
also
h
a four-team league whic
California Lutheran.
earlier thIS month
Misfortune struck San Diego StateSnel
son, suffered a
when one of its top players, Kathy her leg. Snelson , a
in
stress fracture of the tibia bone ulative 30-13 record in
junior from Sacramento, had a cum injury is expected to
singles and doubles last year but the t weeks. Still, Aztec
keep her out of action for nearly eigh
s.
Coach Carol Plunkett , holds high hope
or Andrea Galloseni
in
nt
tale
d
The Aztecs ·have teste
y Price, and Heidi
way and juniors Jane Natenstedt, Trac
and Margaret
oole
O'T
Allison . Sophomores Moira o, add depth and great
Dieg
San
from
r
Dudash, the latte
n Micki Schillig from
promise has been shown by freshma
ents, Sandra Amor
stud
sfer
tran
Two
Cedar Rapids, Ia.
UC-Riverside,
from Pierce CC and Lisa Vandervyl, from
s.
tion
are also battling for posi
freshmen on its
USD has two returning players and fivee Farrell, a 5-10
Dian
be
will
roster. The Toreros' No. 1
ng serve and volley
freshman from New York with a stro
ly in the 18s last
onal
nati
game. Farrell was ranked 59th
year .
d, and Maryann
Dana Rowe, the only senior on the squa3 positions. USD
and
2
No.
the
at
Raftis will add strength
i Lareau, Geralyn
will also count on Chris Graulau, Vikk
.
them
Wes
Sullivan , Tracy Cronin and Lisa
ormers from a
perf
four
top
its
of
e
USIU retains thre
newcomers.
ising
year ago and has added three prom
' 1about one
as
team
the
sses
asse
Coach Gary Quandt
be enough
not
may
person better than last year," but that raded schedule.
upg
an
nst
to register successfully agai
y Bryant and
Kathy Turner, Christina Allevato, Patt team and that
on's
seas
Pam Sawyer are back from last
tion of Saddleback
nucleus will be bolstered by the addicom
munity ·college
transfer Jill Walti, one of the top newcomers Vanessa
and
ago
on
players in the state a seas
of Oceanside.
Comola from Poway and Rita Uribi head
coach at UC San
as
on
Liz Dudash, in her first seas
omore Cecelia
soph
by
led
team
g
youn
Diego, will field a
the top singles
at
set
Kavanau gh and fres hman Jenny Man will count on retura
Lom
t
Poin
pots . Karen Reinke at
both sophomores,
nees Donna rguidi and Dawn Nygren,
p.
lineu
her
and junio r Pam O'Dell atop
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(Neil Morgan is on assignment.
This column is written by his
assistant, Tom Blair.)

CRIME BRIGADE: Neighbors
the 500 block of La Jolla's
Colima Street took their first
step toward establishing a Community Watch program over the
weekend . They planted one of
those big orange and black
"Criminal Beware" signs provided by police. And then, when
they weren't watching, somebody stole it.
in

THE NAMES: A new hotel
planned by Ted Gildred across
from University Towne Centre
may be a Hilton. -About a million
square feet of office space is on
the boards for the same neighborhood ·- leading real estate
people to regard the La Jolla
Village Drive area between 1-5
and 1-805 ·as a new Fifth-andBroadway.. ... General Dynamics attorney Cushman Dow. is on
treadmill as Chamber of,
the
UI
did they get mad at him," recalls
Lee Grissom . "And . they didn't.
even know he was a police
chief."
SD SHUFFLE: Raquel Welch
won 't be coming home to star in
"The Girl , the Gold ,Watch &
Everything " after all . Paramount will start filming here on
Feb. 20 with actress Jill Ireland ,
wife of Charles Bronson, who
just left San Diego after wrapping up his new film , " Borderline ." . . . Antonette Yuskis, the
former Miss San Diego (1971) , is
opening the bill these nights for
Sammy Davis Jr. at Caesar's
Palace in Las Vegas. She earned
a bachelor's degree at UC Irvine
in 1976, then headed for Hollywood and a career in song and
dance . ... Carole Onorato, the
stat highway commissioner ,
told Mary Jane Heggeness she'd
recei ed 280 postcards from San
Diega ns urging that work go for\ ard on the extension of Highway 52. Her favorite , from a
woma n in Tierrasanta : ' Free
the Hostages - Finish 52 ! ''
CITY SCENE: Scaffolding
went up Friday around the Bakesto Bldg., the 45,000-square-foot
structure that anchors the
Gaslamp Quarter at Fifth and
Market. Owner Bud Fischer figures it'll take about two months
to complete exterior restoration
- the first major rehabilitation
in the Quarter - in hues of sand
dune, redwood, potato skin and
Chargers guard Ed
beaver.
White is in good hape after knee
surgery at Sharp Hospital for
torn ligaments. White found an
empathetic surgeon: Dr. E. Paul
Woodward, who tore ligaments
in his own knee last month on a
ski vacation in Colorado. . ..
Chargers owner Gene Klein,
whose visibility is on the rise
with his team , will speak at the_
SD Chamber's Focal Point
forum Friday noon in the
SDG&E Auditorium.
MIXED GRILL: American
Express, responding to a " buying down " travel market (cheaptrips), has caner _and shorter
- · · - - - _________
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By JOSEPH THESKEN
TRIBUNE Education Writer

Facing increased pressure, thousands of San Diegans who have
defaulted on their government-insured student loans are finding that
Uncle Sam has a long memory
They have been hunted down in
ways that rival the methods of Sherlock Holmes, and they have been
persuaded, sometimes forcefully, to
pay off the Joans they accumulated
·
while in school.
Several hundred in the past year
have felt the cold hand of the law on
their shoulders in the form of the·
Justice Department and its U.S.
Attorney's Office, which, along with
schools, have stepped up efforts to
collect the outstanding debts.
Most debtors settled on a payment
plan after the court gave them the
alternative of paying up or having
their wages garnisheed.
The major push has come from
the U.S. Office of Education's regional office in San Francisco, which
in the past year has added hundreds
of collectors and tracers to track
down errant borrowers.
Pressure also comes from local
universities that granted the loans.
They have beefed up their staffs,
using everything from "Loan
Rangers" to computerized collection
agencies.
The Loan Rangers are a group of
Jaw students at the University of San
Diego who help locate the defaulters
through amateur detective work.
And the campaign to reclaim the
money owed the government has
paid off handsomely.
"We collected about $13.5 million
in defaulted Joans iri our region last
year," reported Charles Hampton,
Office of Education regional commissioner. The region covers California, Arizona, Nevada and Hawaii.
"Of that amount, about 50 percent
came from Southern California,
which leads all other regions in the
nation in defaults, so Southern California contributed nearly $7
·
million."
Hampton, who had no breakdown
on San Diego, credits the additional
manpower in his office and publicity
with turning the situation around.
"Before, 15,000 to 17,000 new defaults reached our office each year,"
he said. "That figure has now been
cut . to 10,000, and that number is
going down.
"Generally, the people have been
cooperative when we find them.
They have a number of reasons for
not paying, such as unemployment,
but usually agree to a payment
plan." ·
If they don 't, there is the Justice
Department waiting in the wings.
Hampton estimates that 2,000 cases
in the four-state area have been
turned over to that department for
collection.
The U.S. attorney's office here
last year handled 245 cases in San
Diego and Imperial counties, with
the bulk of them concentrated in this
county. They represented $465,000 in

STEPHEN PETIX

bad loans, according to Stephen V.
Petix, assistant U.S. attorney in the .
civil division. He handled the bulk of
them.
"In 1978, we had only 23 cases, so ,
there was a dramatic increase,", he
said.

He said the growing caseload re- .
suited from a major push by the
Office of Education to balance the
books on student loans.
Petix explained that most of the
delinquents do not respond to a "de- ·
mand letter, " which orders them to
respond in 30 days, but when he files
suit, goes into U.S. District Court
and gets a default judgment against
them, they often change their minds.
· "When a U.S. marshal arrives at
their door with the judgment notice,
most of them finally break down and
agree to a payment plan," he said.
"In some cases, we do have to
garnishee their wages and, in rare
cases, attempt foreclosure on their
real property."
Dan Gilbreath, manager of fiscal
operations at San Diego State University, said his office has cut the
ratio of defaulted loans from 17 to 15
percent in the past year.
"We now have four full-time
collectors," he said. "We have an
excellent manager, Vicki Clements,
and a computerized billing service,
which helps."
Clements estimated that her office
collects $85,000 to $90,000 a month in
default payments.
"When we do find them," she said,
''they have a variety of reasons for
not having paid in the past.
"Some will say, 'Well, you finally
· found me.' Others will say, 'I've
been intending to get ahold of you.'
And then there are those who have
financial problems or said they
moved six times and didn't get a
bill."
Herbert Whyte, in charge of the
loan program at the University of
San Diego, reported the university
reduced its default rate drastically
in the last two years.
"It was 36 percent in 1977," he
said. ·•: we got it down to 17 percent
the following year, and now we're
below 10 percent - 8.67, to be exact.

line." ... Antonette Yuskis, the
former Miss San Diego (1971) , is
opening the bill these nights for
ammy Davis Jr. at Caesar's
Palace in Las Vegas. She earned
a bachelor's degree at UC Irvine
in 1976 , then headed for Hollywood and a career in song and
danc e. . . . Carole Onorato , the
state highwa . commissioner,
told Mar. Jane Heggen s she'd
r cei ed 2 O postcard from San
Diegan ur ing that work go forward on the exten ion of Highway 52. Her favorite, from a
woman in Tierrasanta: "Free
the Hostages - Finish 52 ! "
CITY CENE: Scaffolding
went up Friday around the Bakesto Bldg., the 45,000-square-foot
st ructure that anchors the
Gaslamp Quarter at Fifth and
Market. Owner Bud Fischer figures it'll lake about two months
to complete exterior restoration
- the first major rehabilitation
in the Quarter - in hues of sand
dune, redwood, potato skin and
beaver. ... Chargers guard Ed
White i in good shape after knee
surgery at Sharp Hospital for
torn ligaments. White found an
empathetic surgeon: Dr. E. Paul
Woodward, who tore ligaments
in his own knee last month on a
ski vacation in Colorado. . ..
Cha rgers owner Gene Klein ,
whose visibility is on the rise
with his team, will speak at the_
D Chambe r's Focal Point
forum Frid ay noon in the
SDG&E Auditorium.

MIXE D GRILL:

America n

Express, responding to a "buying down " travel market (cheaper and shorter trips), has canceled its super-luxury Grand
Tours to Europe and Hawaii,·and
added a budget line to Europe .
. . . What makes Uncle Sammy
run dept. : The U.S. government
spent $29.1 million last year on
advertising . ... A team from the
University of Michigan Survey
Research Center is in San Diego
this month on the first leg of a
yearlong national tour to sample
voter attitudes. SRC interviewers will poll 4,000 voting-age
citizens nationwide to determine
how their early perceptions of
candidates and issues are influenced by campaigning an
media coverage. . . . ame
games: Isobel Law is assistant
direc tor of admissions at USD
Law School. Richard Passwater
is the author of "The Easy NoFlab Diet."

Arizon a,

---- -- -

·

"Of that amount, about 50 percent
came from Southern California,
which leads all other regions in the
nation in defaults, so Southern California con trib uted near ly $7
·
million."
Hampton, who had no breakdown
on San Diego, credits the additional
manpower in his office and publicity
with turning the situation around.
"Before, 15,000 to 17,000 new defaults reached our office each year,"
he said. "That figure has now been
cut . to 10,000, and that number is
going down .
"Generally, the people have been
cooperative when we find them.
They have a number of reasons for
not paying, such as unemployment,
but usually agree to a payment
plan." ·
If they don't, there is the Justice
Department waiting in the wings.
Hampton estimates that 2,000 cases
in the four-state area have been
turned over to that department for
collection.
The U.S. attorney's office here
last year handled 245 cases in San
Diego and Imperial counties, with
the bulk of them concentrated in this
county. They represented $465,000 in

Dan Gilbreath, manager of fiscal
operations at San Diego State Uni-versity, said his office has cut the
ratio of defaulted loans from 17 to 15
percent in the past year.
"We now have four full-time
collectors," he said. "We have an
excellent manager, Vicki Clements,
and a computerized billing service,
which helps."
Clements estimated that her office
collects $85,000 to $90,000 a month in
default payments.
"When we do find them," she said,
"they have a variety of reasons for
not having paid in the past.
"Some will say, 'Well, you finally
· 'round me.' Others will say, 'I've
been intending to get ahold of you.'
And then there are those who have
financial problems or said they
moved six times and didn 't get a
bill."
Herbert Whyte, in charge of the
loan program at the University of
San Diego, reported the university
reduced its default rate drastically
in the last two years.
"It was 36 percent in 1977," he
said. ·•.•we got it down to 17 percent
the following year, and now we're
below 10 percent - 8.67, to be exact.
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Law Briefs

INS Head
Speaker Here
Acting Immig ration and
Natural ization Service Commi ssioner
David Crosland will be the feature d
speake r at the Feb. 15 Confere nce on
Immigr ation Law a'nd Practic e at the
San Diego Hilton Hotel. The conference will continue through the
followin g day. Spoons or is the
University of San Diego School of
Law and t he U D Contin uing
Ed ucation Dept.
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·'Books' Stop

USD Cager
The University of San
Diego basketball team , already beset by ineligibility
and injury problems, yesterday received another
jolt when it was announced
that starting forward Russell Jackson has been declared academically ineligible for the rest of the
season.
Jackso n , a two-ye ar
starter from Oxnard who
was the Toreros third leading scorer with an 11.4
points per game average ,
will be replaced by Keith
Cunningham.
Earlier in the season,
starting center Joe Evans
and guard Dave Cook were ·
declared academically ineligible and Ken Cooney and
Paul Appleby were struck
down by knee injuries .
The Toreros , now 5-12 on
the season and 1-8 in the
West Coast Athletic Conference, have just 10 players
left on the roster.
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Immigration
seminar set
Crosla nd ,
David
acting Immig ration and
Natura lization Service
commi ssioner will be
the feature d speake r at
the third annual Conference on Immig ration
Law and Practi ce ,
Friday , Feb. 15, and
Saturd ay, Feb. 16, at the
Hilton Hotel.
Sponso red by · the
Univer sity of San Diego
School of Law and the
Conti nuing
USD
Educat ion Depart ment,
the confer ence will
examin e the changi ng
policie s and practic es of
immig ration law.

Several presentations

and worksh ops will be
feature d at the conference . The cost is $190, ·
inclu des
whic h
registr ation, confere nce
materi als, lunche on,
coffee and a recepti on .
To registe r, phone 2934585.

FEB 6 1990

Class Notes
THE UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO will be
offerin g a prepar ation course for studen ts plannin g
to take the Law School Admiss ion Test. The 12week course, meetin g on Tuesda ys and Thursd ays,
will begin March 4.
Three orienta tions for the course are schedu led
at the school in Camin o Hall , Room 151. The
session s are 10 a .m. Feb. 9, 7: 30 p .m . Feb. 13 and 10
a.m . Feb. 16.
The cost of the progra m is $300. Regist ration may
be made by phonin g USD at 293-4524 . A nonrefunda ble deposit of $25 is require d at the time of
registr ation .

READER

FE B
News Broadc aster Howard R.
will present a lecture entitled "The Changin g Challenge for
America ," Saturday, February 9, [
Camino Theatre , USD, A

cala Park.
BLADE TRIBU NE
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Prep Cou rse Set ,
SAN DIEGO - To assist students
who will be taking the Law School
est, the University of
Admission
an · o will b offering a LSAT
preparation course beginning on
March 4 and running for 12 consecutive Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Three orientations for the preparation course will be held al USO
in Camino Hall, room 151 , on
Saturday , Feb. 9 at 10 a.m., Wednesday , Feb. 13 at 7:30 p.m ., and on
Saturday , Feb. 16 al 10 a.m.
The orientation will explain the
scope and purpose of the LSAT
preparation course, which will fam 1l•
iarize students with the format and
kinds of qu estions in the exam.

291-6480 x4296.
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usic
BEETHOVEN CYCLE - The University of San Diego will continue its
series of concerts celebrating the German composer with a • oncert
today at 4 p.m. in Camino Theater, USO.
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USD Women Swimme rs
For Nationa l Tests
In only their second year
of existence and first in Division II com petition, the U. of
San Diego's women's swim
team has qualified one swimmer for national competitio n
and is on the verge of qualifying more in· the near future.
Freshman Val Skufca set a
school record on her way t o
qualifying for the Nationals
in the 100 meter Freestyle
(time : 55.5, qualifyi ng 55.7) .
She n eeds to trim .04 of a second from her time in the 100
meter Breaststro ke
(time :
1:11.66, qualifying : 1 :11 .70) t
qualify in that event.
Coach Gary Beck er al so expects Lisa Pistilli to qualify
in the 200 m eter Butterfly
( tim e 2:21.41, qualify inge : 2: 19.28 ) and the 400 meter Medley
Relay tea m to do the same,
needing t o cut. 47 of a second
from their time of 4:17.99 t o
qualify.
The next meet will be a t
SDSU Saturday.

Pepperdine seeks reveng e victory over USO
Pepperdine, the onl y
team University of San
Diego has beaten in its first
season in the West Coast
Athletic Confernce, will get
its chance for revenge tonight at 7:30 at the Sports
Arena as the Waves try to
hand the Toreros a fourth
straight setback.
USD downed the Waves
70-63
last month in Malibu,

but since then the Toreros
have lost to USF, Santa
Clara and Gonzaga. They
are 1-8 in league action and
5-12 overall, compared to
Pepperdine's 3-5 league
slate and 5-12overall .
The Toreros will play
without forward Russell
Jackson, who has been declared academically ineligible for .the remainder of

the season . Taking his
place tonight will be sophomore Keith Cunningham .
"We have had more than
our share of bad luck, but
we aren 't giving up ,"
Coach Jim Brov:elli of USD
said . "The players are
determined to win a good
share of the six league
games we have remaining.
II

1980

USO Seeks
Repeat Win
Over Wave s
With the exception of
Pepperdine , West Coast
Athletic Conference teams
have been rather unfriendly to one of the league's
newest members, the niversity of San Diego.
The Toreros, 5-12 on the
season and 1-8 in league,
captured their sole conference victory two weeks ago
against the Waves in Malibu.
Since then . USD has fallen to USF a Santa Clara
on the road, and Gonzaga
at home. But six WCAC
games remain, and the
Toreros - coach, players,
and fans alike, hope they
can turn things around before the end.
Enter the Waves, USD 's
opponent tonight at 7:30 in
the Sports Arena.
Coach Ji m Harrick's
team is 5-12 overall and 3-5
in the conference. They
were expected to be one of
the league 's powers by
most of the coaches. but
are one step above tl1
league cellar.
Against Seattle, Portland
and USF, the Waves looked
impressive . But short!. ·
thereafter, they lost 70-63 to
injury and eligibility-riddled USD.
Guards Ricardo Brown
(6-0) and Tony Fuller (6-4 )
are averaging 20.3 and I .2
points, respectively. Forwards Roylin Bond (6-2)
and Scott McColJum (6-9)
foll ow at 10.7 and 7.2. And
then there is 7-foot cent r

I
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Opera
class set
"Giovanna d' Arco" and "11
Trovatore," the two operas to
be performed in San Diego
Opera's 1980 Verdi _ Festival ,
will be featured in a course
offered during the spring
semester at the University of
San Diego. ·1 ·
•
San Diego Opera general
director Tito Capobianco, and
Joseph De Rugeriis , music
administrator and. associate
conductor of the San Diego
Opera , will work closely with
Fr. Nicholas Reveles , .who will
be teaching the course .
The full-credit course begins
today, and · meets weekly until
May 8, but three of the lectures
during the course will be open
at no charge to subscribers of
the San Diego Opera Verdi
Festival.
The first of these , on Feb. 7, is
entitled "An Introduction to the
-Operas of Verdi - His Life in
Music ." On March 20 , the
lecture will feature "Giovanna
d' Arco' and the Operas of the
Risorgimento.''
The April 24 lecture will
discuss '"Il Trovatore': The
Mature Musical Style of Verdi."
The three open lectures will
begin at 7: 30 p.m. in the Camino
Theater in Camino •Hall on the
campus of USD .
Fr. Reveles has been a
member of the USD music
faculty since 1977. He received
a bachelor of arts degree from
USD, and a master of arts in
music from the University of
Redlands .
Information concerning
registration and tuition costs for
the course is available at 2916480

-
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Pepperdine seeks revenge victory over USD
Pepperdine, the only
team University of San
Diego has beaten in its first
season in the West Coast
Athletic Confernce, will get
· its chance for revenge tonight at 7:30 at the Sports
Arena as the Waves try to
hand the Toreros a fourth
straight setback.
USD downed the Waves
·
th in Malibu,

but since then the Toreros
have lost to USF, Santa
Clara and Gonzaga. They
are 1-8 in league action and
5-12
12 overall, compared to
Pepperdine's 3-5 league
slate and 5-12 overall.
The Toreros will play
without forward Russell
Jackson, who has been declared academically ineligible for the remainder of

LEMON GROVE
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USO Women Swimmers
For National Tests
In only their second year
of existence and first in Divi sion II competition, the U. of
San Diego's women's swim
team has qualifi ed one swimmer for national competition
and is on the verge of qualifying more in the n ear future.
Freshman Val Skufca set a
school record on her way to
qualifying for the Nationals
in the 100 meter Freestyle
(time: 55.5, qualifying 55.7 ).
She needs to trim .04 of a second from her time in the 100
meter Breaststroke
(tim e:
1:11.66, qualifying: 1:11.70 ) t o
qualify in that event.
Coach Gary Becker also e x•
pects Lisa Pistilli to qu alify
in the 200 meter Butterfly
(time 2:21.41, qualifying: 2:19.28 ) and the 400 meter Medley
Relay team to do the same,
needing to cut. 47 of a secon d
from their time of 4:17 .99 to
qualify.
The next meet will be at
SDSU Saturday.

the season . Taking his
place tonight will be sophomore Keith Cunningham.
"We have had more than
our share of bad luck, but
we aren't giving up ,"
Coach Jim Brov.elli of USD
said . "The players are
determined to win a good
share of the six league
games we have remaining."
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One-Time Bank Scandal Figure To Head State Panel
By CHRISTOPHER COOK
StaffWriter, The San Diego
Union

A San Diego lawyer whose firm
was involved in the biggest bank
scandal in U.S. history , the collapse
of C. Arnholt Smith's U.S. National
Bank and who was sued by the
federalgovernment over alleged security violations, has been appointed
to head a state panel on restructuring corporate security laws.
The appointment of C. Hugh
Friedm an was announ ced yesterday
by Alan Stein, state secretary of
business and transportation.
Stein 's assista nt, attorney Lynn
Schenk , is Friedm an's wife.
Friedm an is a former president of
Lhe San Diego County Bar Association and former chairm an of the
county's Civil Service Commi ssion,.
Stein said last night that he considers Friedm an a man of "an impeccab le background in corporate
law." He also denied that Schenk ,
who 1s on a leave of absence working
, for Gov. Brown's presidential campaign in the East, had any role in
' her husband's appointment.
Friedman said that he felt he is
compe tent to serve on the panel and
that !tis past troubies have litUe

C. HUGH FRIED MAN

... past troubles noted

bearing on his ability to be an objective and fair leader.
The 11-member panel will spend
six months examining the state's
corporate securities laws govern ing

the use of stocks and other securities Friedman could serve effectiv on
as sources of fundin g for busines ses, the panel since Friedman wasely
exonand determ ine if they are benefiting erated of the charges only by mutual
the public or hinderi ng the economy. agreement of the two parties.
In 1976, Friedman's law firm , reiterated: "Not at all, he has He
Friedman , Heffn er, Kahan and impeccable background in corpor an
ate
Dysart , was charge d with violations law."
of federal securities laws by the
Friedm an said he is determined to
Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. "be as objecti ve as I can" about the
which sought to recover $50.9 million study he will direct and believes the
lost while Friedman's firm repre- panel is "well balanced" to achieve
sented Smith's U.S. National Bank a fair study of the issue.
and the California-Westgate Corp. ,
Stein was asked what role Lynn
both of which went bankrupt.
Schenk , who could not be reached,
The FDIC charge d Friedman and played in her husband's selection
his firm with conflict of interest, the panel. "None," he respond ed. to
particip ation in Smith 's fraudul ent
He said that the selection process
plan for the diversion of funds , with- for the panel was started severa l
holding of information from the di- months ago and that Schenk left on
rectors of the bank, negligence and her leave of absence three weeks
breach of fiduciary responsibility .
ago. She is to return to the post in
The matter was settled out of early March , Stein said.
court for an und isclosed sum, and
"She had nothing to do with 1t, "
charges were dismissed. A counter- Stein said.
suit against the FDJ C by Friedman's
Friedman said , "She didn 't particfirm was dropped after the settle- . ipale in any way in the decision;
ment.
either mine or his."
Stein, reached at his offi ce last
In addition to the FDIC suit, the
night, said he was aware of Fried- receivers of Smith's bankrupt Caliman's involvement in the case. "I
fornia-W estgate Corp. sued Friedwas knowl edgea ble a bout th e man's firm for $6 million claiming
circumstances."
fraud, negligence and violations of
Stein was asked if he thought
the SEC Act of 1934. That matter

was settled by the law fi rm's insur
ance companies, reportedly for $3.
million .
The law firm was then disband ed
and Friedman.became a professor o.
law at the University of San Diego.
Last September Fciedm an, in
bid to be elected to the state bar'i
board of govern ors, used USD'i
Alumni Association to mail one 01
his C!ampaign fliers to 1,200 graduates.
One recipient of the mailing, a
lawyer, beca me incense d by the
flyer and protested to USD. Friedman paid $150 costs for the mailing
and subsequentl y lost the election .
Stein said he expects the unsalaried panel to meet at least once a
month for six months and that it
probably will hold public hearings to
discuss its findings. The panel then
will issue recomm endations for Gov..
Brown 's admini stration and the Leg
islature for possibl e change s 111 regulations and state law.
The panel also includes another
San Diego law yer, Mi chae l E.
Alpert, two state legislators, two
investm ent banker s, a consum er,
activist, a certified public accountant and three more lawyers from
Los Angeles and Newport Beach.
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Edu.c atio n: Who Pays:
How best to fund public
education will be examined
durin g a symposiu m at the
University of San Diego's
School of Law Courtroom , on
Thursday, February 14, at 8
p .m .
" Can Public Education
Survive Freedom of Choice :
Vouchers , Tax Credits or the
Status Quo? " is the title of the
symposiu m, co-sponso red b y
USD's Schools of Law and
Education .
The voucher system will be
argued by Jack Coons ,
Professor of Law at U .C.
Berkeley . The proposed
system-w ritten by Coonswould give parents a voucher
to be used at the school of
their choice to pay for their
children's education .
The tax credit proposal will
be argued by Thomas Sowell,
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USO cagers drop .two

Professor of Economic s at
UCLA. The system would
allow people to take up to
$1200 in tax credits on their
state income tax for money
spent educati ng their
children.
The status quo position will
be argued by Thomas
Sh annon Executive Director
of the National School Boards
Associatio n. He will propose
a continuat ion of the present
system of public funding for
education .
Both the tax credit and
voucher system proposal s
failed to qualify for the June,
1980, Californ ia ballot.
However, proponen ts assert
that they will attempt again
during the coming year to
place similar initiative s
before the voters.

San Diego, Thursday, February 7, 1980

The University of San
Diego Toreros watched
their West Coast Athletic
Conference record drop to
1-8 last week as they
suffered a near-miss at the
University of Santa Clara
59 -57 Tuesday night and
were subdued two evenings
later at home by Gonzaga

72 -62.

The Toreros overcame a
17-point Santa Clara lead
with 10-and-a-h alf minutes
to play to draw within two
points -with only a minute
remaining, but their rally
was stifled by both the
Broncos and the clock.
Bob Bartholom ew proved

(2)

p

he was healthy once more
after a lower back injury by
leading the Toreros with 24
points. He was supported
by Russell Jackson's 10
and Mike Stockalper's 9.
Gonzaga University came
all the way from Spokane,
WA., to outbattle USDatthe
San Oiego Sports Arena .
The Toreros were behind
the entire game in spite of a
balanced offense . headed
by Earl Pierce's 16 points
and 10 each by Bartholomew, Jackson and Stockalper
The two losses plummeted US D's overall mark to 5 -

12.
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University of San Diego law professor C. Hugh Friedman, whose law
firm became a target of litigation in
the U.S. National Bank scandal, has
been appointed to head an 11-member panel to review California's corporate regulations , which are among
the most extensive in the nation.
"This will be the first major reexamination of California's corporate securities laws in 10 years,"
· said Alan L. Stein, secretary of the
state Business and Transportation
Agency, who announced the study
yesterday in Sacramento.
In announcing' the appointment,
Stein cited the "impeccable background in corporate law" of Friedman, whose law firm became mired
in the charges and suits that followed the failure of C. Arnholt
Smith's USNB.
In 1976, the firm of Friedman,
Heffner, Kahan and Dysart was
charged with violation of federal
securities laws in a suit by the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.,
which sought to recover more than
$50 million lost while Friedman's
firm represented the bank and the
California Westgate Corp., another
entity in Smith's financial empire,
before both went bankrupt. The suit
and others spawned by it were settled out of court.
Friedman, contacted this morning, said he sees no reason to predict
conflict in the study group because
of his past connection with the bank
,
failure.
He said major issues that likely
will emerge are those of duplication
in state and federal laws and the
cost of administering the state laws.
"This is simply an objective reassessment after at least 10 years or
more of the current regulatory
system," Friedman said. "It's a
very well-balanced, highly credentialed, diversified panel.
"It's a public service.. I was asked

to devote the talents and energies I
have and I'm doing it as an .unpaid
contribution ."
Stein was unavailable for comment today.
Those calling for the study of
California securities regulations
point out that such regulations require the filing of more information
than does the federal government.
Even shares traded among a limited
group of persons may be subjected
to intensive review of the strength of
the business and of the financial
status of each investor.
But Stein said yesterday government regulation "must not contribute to the economic slowdown we are
currently experiencing with regulations that discourage capital formation - particularly for small
businesses."
The new Securities Regulatory
Reform Panel will have six months
to look at laws affecting corporations and businesses in the state.
Among areas of particular concern,
Stein said, will be a look at the need
for the state's strict requirements,
duplication of federal securities
guidelines and changes to encourage
investments .
Stein said other panels will review
. regulations affecting real estate
insurance, alcoholic beverage · con- ·
trol and financial institutions .
State regulatory agencies have
been criticized repeatedly by .
lawmakers , and the Assembly without debate last week handed the
Senate "sunset legislation" that
would abolish all the regulatory bodies beginning in 1982 unless granted
extensions by the Legislature.
The first groups slated for termination under the bill, AB-751 by
Assemblyman Paul Priolo, R-Malibu, were administra tive bodies in
the Business and Transportation
Agency.
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FRONT-LINERS JACKSON, COONEY OUT

Pepperdine Downs Weakened USD, 70-67
(Continued from C-1)
The Toreros were hurt
worse, however, by Brad
Levesque's absence during
most of the second half.
Levesque, a 6-7 junior,. is
usually the only Torero besides Bartholomew who
does the job consistently on
the boards. But when he
gets into foul trouble, as he
did last night, USD has a
habit of losing the lead and
the game.
USD actually moved out
to its biggest lead of the
night at 44-36 on Bartholomew 's free throws with
15:44 remaining. A few
minutes later, Levesque
left and the Toreros went
into their three-guard
offense.
Only this lime , the
guards weren 't hilting from
the outside.
"We had the shots, and
the right peopl e taking
them, but they just didn 't
fall," Brovelli sighed .
Pepperdine lied it at 5252 with 9:46 to go on a steal
and layup by guard Ricardo Brown, went ahead 54-52
on Danny Ram ey' s two
free throws, th en were

caught by Bartholomew's
breakaway layup.
Pepperdine went in front
for good on Ramsey's
jumper from the side, and
held USD off during the
next five minutes.
But USD still had oppor-

tunities - several of them,
actually - to pull this one
out in the closing minutes.
It went like this :
- USD was down, 66-62,
and Bartholomew went to
the line for two shots. He
missed the second, and

Pepperdine got the rebound
(66-63) . Tony Fuller followed with two from the
line, to make it 68-63.
- After a USD timeout,
Darryll Barbour hit a
jumper from the top of the
key (68-65) .
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FREE STUFF
'
K. Smith, former newsman
SATURDAY: Howard

for both ABC and CBS, will speak on "The
Changing Challenge for America" at 7 p.m. in the
University of San Diego's Camino Theatre. Although admission is free, seating is limited and you
must hove reserve tickets, available at Room 200 in
USD's Serra Hall. The maximum allowed is t w o
tickets per person .
SUNDAY: The Grossmont Sinfonia, conducted
by Anthony Porto, will perform music by Bach,
Vivaldi, Rossini and Cimorosa at 7:30 p.m. at the
East County Performing Arts Center. Admission is
free.

C-3

against those 6-7, 6-8, 6-9
guys.
"But it's like I've said all
along, we have to perform
well as a team to knock any
of these teams off. And
tonight, we just didn 't capitalize on the opportunities."
The Waves, 4-5 and 12-11 ,
got most of their scoring
from the three guards,
Brown (16) , Fuller (15) and
Roylin Bond (14) . The
Toreros were led offensively by Pierce with 20 and
Bartholomew with 19.

- And t hen Fuller twice
failed to convert the front
end of a one-and-one, giving
the Toreros two more
·opportunities. But Rusty
Whitmarsh , Pierce and
Keith Cunningham missed
from outside. And underneath , the only Torero
around was the 6-7 BarthoUSD has today off before
lomew.
hosting Loyola tomorrow
Senior center Brett Bar- night at 7:30 in the Sports
nett added two free throws, Arena.
and Bartholomew, a final
PEPPERDINE (70)
basket at the buzzer.
Brown6 4-4 16, Bond 6 2-5 111. Fuller, 7-10 lS.
"You can't blame this Barnell 01·11, Scoll 14-4 6, Mc(ullum 05-6 S,
Ramsey S1·111. Tolals 1116·33 0.
loss on any one player" the USO
(67)
coach said afterward . Stockhalper0-048, Pierce 91·110, Cunninghom 2 0-0 4, Levesque S0-0 10, Barlhalomew 7
"Keith Cunningham did a 5-619, Barbour l 0-0 4, Whilmarsh I 0-0 2.
Tolals JO 7-867.
defensively,
us
for
job
good
Halllime score - USD 34, Peppe dine 32.
and Rusty Whitmarsh got Fouled oul - Slockho lper IUSDI. Total fouls
some r ebounds for us - Pepperdine 12, USD 24,
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By JOHN SCHUMACHER
TimesStaff Writer
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Although it was Fuller and Brown who did the one who
damage, Pepperdine center Brett Barnett was with
29 secput the game away, sinking two free throws five-point
table
moun
insur
an
onds left to give Pepperdine
edge.
and 5The loss dropped the Toreros to 1-9 in the WCAC
13 overall, but Brovelli isn't fretting.
com"We're doing the right thing," he said. "I've got no
plaints about this team. "
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1 lrom pg .1

th e U.S., Refu gee and Asyl um
Cases . Dep orta tion Hea rings
and Curr ent . App eals , Stat us
Adju stme nts , Natu raliz ation
and Nati onal ity, Labo r Cert ificat ion , Fore ign Inve stme nt
in the U.S., and Non imm igran t Visas for Busi ness person s.
Cos t for the two -da y
conf eren ce is $190 , whic h
inclu des regis trati on , conf erence mate rials , lunc heon ,
coff ee and a .rec epti on .
Reg istra tion is avai lable by
calli ng the USO Offic e of
Con tinui ng Edu catio n at 2934585 .
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Acting INS Commissioner To Address
Immigration Conference
Acting Immigration and
Naturalization Service Commissioner David Crosland will
be the fea.tured speaker at the
third annual Conference on
Immigration law and Practice
to be held on Friday,
February 15, and Saturday ,
February 16, at the San Diego
Hilton Hotel.
Sponsored by the University of San Diego School of
Law, and the USO Continuing
Education Department, the
conference will examine the
changing policies and practices of immigration law. The
Friday session runs from 9

a .m. to 4 :30 p .m ., with
Saturday's activities beginning at 9 a.m. and ending at
noon .
The conference will feature
presentations and workshops
on immigration law, led by
attorneys and immigration
experts, and is recommended
for members of the bar,
im m igration officials, and
b usiness people interested in
the field .
Topics to be examined
include Visa Petitions, the
relat ionship of Canada and
Cont. on page 5
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USO coach main ain
fa ith despite defeats
By NICK CANEPA
When the season finally
draws to a close for the
University of San Diego's
basketball team, there will
be at least two dry eyes in
the house.
They will belong to Jim
Brovelli, optimist.
Even after last night's 7067 loss to Pepperdine in the
Sports Arena, a game USD
very easily could have won,
Brovelli had no complaints.
Complaining probably
would be easy for the coach
after what has happened to
his club this season. He has
lost four front-line players
for the year. Paul Appleby
and Ken Cooney went down
with injuries, while Joe
Evans (midseason) and
Russell Jackson (last
week) were declared academically ineligible.
So, Brovelli now has just
10 players to work with,
and it couldn't have happened at a more inopportune time for the program.
Because this · is the year
USD took the big step from

NCAA Division II status
into Division I · and the
strong West Coast Athletic
Conference.
The result : growing
pains. The Toreros are 5-13
overall and 1-9 in WCAC
play.
.
"Patience . . . at least
that's. what I'm trying to
convince myself and my
stomach," said Brovelli.
"We're used to winning at
USD. We had a good Division II program, but we're
going to have a good Division I program, too. We're
respectable in this league.
Ask any coach.
"When we made the
move (to Division I), a lot
of people said no. But if we
had the four kids we've lost
this year, we'd be somewhere in the middle of the
pack. I'm convinced of
that."
Performances such as
the one his team put on last
night lead the coach to believe that. The Toreros,
very patient and cautious
(they committed only eight

turnovers), led Pepperdine
most of the way and were
up by as much as eight
points with 15 minutes to
play. But when forward
Brad Levesque got into foul
trouble, so did USD. ·
Levesque was ticketed
. with his fourth foul with
14:13 remaining and the
lead was surrendered with .
9:44 left. The Toreros never '
regrouped, despite the
Waves' apparent willingness to give it away near
the end.
In the last two minutes,
USD was forced to foul , but
Pepperdine forward Tony
Fuller missed two opportunities to ice things at the
foul line. The . hosts then
worked for some good
shots, but they wouldn't
drop.
"We couldn't capitalize
on· the breaks at the end,"
Brovelli continued. "They
missed free throws to give
us the opportunity and we
got the good shots we were
looking for."
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Brad Levesque (50) scores a
basket for USD in last night's game against
Pepperdine as the Wa ves· Jim Hill (32) tries to

THAT'S TWO -

block the shot and both Brad Barnett of the Wa ves
and Bob Bartholomew of the Toreros watch the
action. (Stor y, F-3). - Photo by Bob Redding

Waves Down
Weakened
USD, 70-67
By AILE NE VOISI N
Staff Writer, The San DiegoUnion

- Stoff Photo ByBob Redding

Jim Hill (32) of Pepperdine takes rebound away from USD's Brett
Barnett, left, and Brad Levesque. Waves avenged earlier loss, 70-67.

" One of these days , the shots are
going to drop , and we'r e gonna win
one," Univer sity of San Diego basketball Coach Jim Brovelli sa id last
night at the Sports Arena .
In the meantime, the Toreros
dropped another - this time a 70-67
decision to West Coast Athletic Conference opponent Pepperdine.
Ironically , this is the same Wa ves '
team tha t fell to USO two weeks ago
in Malibu, 70-63. But it's not the
same Torero tea m. USO is without
starting forward Russell Jackson for
the r emainder of the season , and
sixth man Ken Cooney indefinitely.
If the front line gets any thinner ,
Brovelli may have to-start r ecruiting
fr om the stands.
The lack of depth on the front line
wasn 't apparent until the second
half. But then, that 's the way it's
been all year for USO.
The Toreros played well throughout the first half, and led 34-32 at
halftim e. Earl Pier ce Jed the wa y
with 14 points - mostly from the 1820 foot r ange. Bob Bartholomew,
USD 's lead ing scorer and r ebounder ,
followed with eight points and fi ve
first-half r ebounds.
USO , now 1-9 in confer ence and 513 on the season, also outshot th e
Wa ves 43 to 30 per cent.
But wh ile the Waves wer en't
shooting well from the field, they
seldom missed from the freethrow
line, sinking 16 of 19 attempts for
half of their first-half point total.
Conversely, USO went to the line
four times, and was successful on all
its attempts.

(Continued on C-3, Col. 3)
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B EETH OVEN CYCLE

Feb. 17 : Piano con cert
feat uri ng Beethoven's Op.
10 #3, Op. 26 (fun e r al March)
& Op. 101, 4 p.m. Sund ay, Cam in o Theater Unive r sitv of'
Sa n Diego, Alea!
Pa rk.
Admission : $3.50; students.
senior citizens & military ,
$1.50. 291-6480.
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THE BEETHOVEN CYCLE:
Feb. 17: P iano concert
fea turing Beethoven s Op.
10 # 3, Op. 26 (funera l March)
& Op . 101 , 4 p.m. Sun day Camino Theate r, Univers ity or
Sa n Diego Alca la Park.
Adm iss ion: $3.50; students,
senior cit izens & militar
$1.50. 29 1-6480.

FEB. 17

The Beethoven Cycle : Prano concert featuring
Beethoven's Op. 10
3, Op. 26 (Funeral March) and Op. 101 , 4 p.m.
Sunday, Camino Theater, University of San Diego,
Alcala Park . Admission : $3.50; students, senior citizens
and milita ry, $1.50. Information : 291 -6480.
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Weary USD Engages
Lions In Sports Arena

LOS ANGELES l lM [S

Aztecs on Road, USO at Arena

The roster 1s reduced to
10 players, the coach's hair
is getting grayer, and the
University of San Diego
still has seven games
remaining.
The Toreros, 5-13 and 1-9
in the West Coast Athletic
Conference, host league opponent Loyola tonight at

S..-cial to The Times

SAN DIEGO--San
Diego State will be looking for a
change in fortune when il plays at the University of Ha111 a Western Athletic Conference basketball game to
night at 9:35 (PST) . The Aztecs have losl nine straighl
games, slipping to 2-7 in the WAC and 5- 16 overall.
The Universityof San Diego.meanwhile, wi ll attempt to
a three-game losing streak when it plays host to
la-Marymount in a West oast Ath lrt1c Con ference
etball ,games
710
in the. Sports Arena . The Toreros
.
I
AC and 5-15 overall

VISTA PRESS

TIMES-ADVOCATE

FEB 1 o 1980

FEB 1 0 1980

.---·

DR. LEO BUSCAGLIA, USC professor and author of the book "Love,"
speaks on relationships, love and
emotions at 8 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 14,
at University of San Diego's Camino
Theatre.

SAN DIEGO UNION
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CELLO CONCERT
Marjorie Hart wil perform Wednesday at 12:15
p.m. in French Parlor of Founders Hall, University ol San Dieg

USD beaten
by Loyola
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (AP )
Sixth man Robert Worthy came
in to score 29 points to lead Loyola of Los Angeles to a 100-82
victory over foul-plagued Universfty of San Diego in a West
Coast Athletic Conference basketball game Saturday night.
Worthy, a 6-5 forwa rd, also
pulled down nine rebounds as
Loyola improved its record to
5-5 in the WCAC Sa Di go
O
S
l
·
1-10 eague record.

SAN DIEGO UNION

(

7:30 in the Sports Arena.
Loyola, which edged USD
two weeks ago (83-80), is
coming off a 92-90 loss to
USF. The Toreros, meanwhile, lost to Pepperdine,
(70-67) two nights ago.
The Lions are led by Jim
McCloskey, a 6-7 forward
averaging 21.9 points, Jeff
Moore, a 6-3 guard (12.7)
and 6-6 center Michael Anto in e (10 . 6 and 8. 7
rebounds) . The remaining
starters are guards Dan
Davis (9.6) and forward Arthur Claybion (3.6 and 5.4) .
Against USF, McCloskey
hit for 32 points and Moore
18. In the previous meeting
between the teams. the forward scored 24, while Antoine added 17 rebounds.
' 'McCloskey's a great
shooter ," Brovelli said ,
"and that 's something we
have to be very concerned
with. And we 've got to keep
Antoine away from th e
boards. He killed us last
time."
USD will counter with
guards Mike Stockal per
(10 .8)
and
Ear l
Pierce(l2.4), center Bob
Bartholomew (15.3 and 7.7
rebounds) , and forward s
Brad Levesque (6.6 and 5.7)
and Keilh Cunningham (1.5
previously as a reserve) .
USO will engage North
Texas State Monday in a
7:30 contest at USD .
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Music
BEETHOVEN CYCLE - T e Universrty of San Dre o will continue its
series of concerts celebrating the German compo ·er with a concert
next Sunday at 4 p m. in Cami no Theater. USD.
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College students get grant for study

e
By Larr y Keller

Staff Writer
Thrill seek ers may
one day ride the
Behnont Park Roller
Coas ter again . Hotelier
Bill Evan s and a
coali tion of pers ons
hopi ng to save the
wooden struc ture ex·
.pect to soon hire a
cons ultan t to help
design plans for the
Miss ion Beac h land ·
mark that may include
act iva ting
the
harro wing ride.
Eva ns, Anth ony
Ciani, who is a planning
consultant, and a group
of University of San
Die go
stud ent s
belo ngin g
to
the
Envi ronm enta l Law
Clini c are work ing
toget her on plans to
resto re the
rolle r
coas ter that was built on
city-owned land .
The Cal ifor nia
Coas tal . Com miss ion
was sche dule d last
mont h to rule on Evan s'
requ est for a demolition
perm it that would have
pave d the way for the
destruction of the 54·
year-old struc ture. But,
in an
11th hour
mane uver , Evan s with-

drew the perm it ap- opponent of demolition
,
plication and announced said, "We 're very enhis intention to produce thused abou t the possiplan s for a "sce nic bilities.
sculp ture" that would
"I think we'll be able
featu re com merc ial to satis fy the city'
s
shops at the base of tl)e need s , the resid ents
'
ride.
need s as well as visitors
The city has made to Mission Beach," he
clear its desir e to have said.
the struc ture raze d .
Ciani explained his
When a cons ultan t was inter est in prese rving
hired in 1978 to provide a the agin g ride
by
mas ter deve lopm ent saying, "I'm not a rolle
r
plan for the aban done d coas ter enth usia
st. I
park , the City Council just think it's a sham
e to
stipu lated that the plan have a defunct rolle
would not include the coast er. It's sort of r
a
rolle r coas ter.
meta phor for
the
The Envi ronm ental beginnings of Mission
Law Clinic applied for, Beac h."
and received, a $1,000
He said one of the
gran t from the National possible futur e uses
Trus t for Hist oric the rolle r coas ter woulof
d
Pres erva tion
a be as a "com muni ty,and
priv ate
non- prof it visitor servi ng facility .''
orga niza tion estab li- Included bene
ath
shed by Congress - to coas ter and elsew the
here
assis t in the renovation on the grou nds
of
and pres erva tion of Behnont Park would
be
urba n projects. Evan s shop s
and
publ ic
has promised to matc h facil ities , such as
a
the amou nt of the gran t, meet ing hall, Ciani said.
acco rding to Gene
"We see this as
•Erbi n, of the law clinic. focal cente r of Missthe
The funds will be used Beac h," Ciani said. ion
to hire a consultant, who
He added that such a
will work with Ciani and plan could allow
"for
Evan s. Ciani, who has limited use of the
rolle
r
been an outsp oken coas ter itself ."
He said
he envisions the ride
being activ ated only a
few hours a day , or
possibly . only on Sun·
days or during special
even ts, such as on
holidays.
Othe r optio ns· that
may be studied, Ciani
said, are resto ring the
coas ter to active use,
and deter mini ng if it is
economically feasible to
do so, and refurbishing
the struc ture so that it is
"sim ply a safe, visual
monu ment ."
Cian i wasn 't sure
when a new plan for
Behnont Park may be

comp leted . "We want to
do this as fast a s
possible, but we don't
want it to be a sham ,'
he said .
He also dismissed the
impo rtanc e of previous
city opposition to saving
the coas ter. "To throw it
away would be a big
mista ke on the city's
part , beca use it's
unique," he said. " The
city' s attitu de has been
very nega tive and
unfo unde d . Thei r attitud e is very myopic."
. Alth ough the city 's
con sult ants
have
com plet ed
thei r
proposal for the park 's
use , Cian i insis ts ,
"We 're not late with
this . It ' s (the city 's

ns al rnat uses

consultants' plan) still
in the
conc eptu al
stage s." He added that
since the city doesn 't
plan to redevelop the
area for three or four
more years , there is still
time to exam ine other
proposals.
Deputy City Man ager
Sue Will iams , who
earli er said the city
would seek to have the
roller coas ter decla red
a safet y haza rd to ensure its remo val, said
Thur sday the impasse
with Evan s is " at a
stand still. " She said her
office is prep aring a
statu s repo rt for the
City Coun cil on the
matt er.
Williams

-

indicate

the roller coas ter issue comm ittee .
may come before the
Bill Evan s appe ars
City Council's Publ ic · unco ncer ned . "Wh at
Faci lities and Re· we'v e proposed can be
creation Committee as done ," he says. "If you
early as next Thur sday
or the following week.
When it does , the
Bel mo nt
Par k
preli mina ry mas ter
plan prep ared by the
city's consultants will
be pres ente d to the

tear the rolle r
down, Mission
will look like
other beac hes
Pacific Coast."

coast er
Beach
all the
on the

i
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ztecs brace for Lobos
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The University of San laughed the San Diego Pacific College in a game I
will
"We're going

Diego's basketball team State coach.

at 8, and the Crusaders

will try to break out of a to be holding it up from the travel across town to La

four-game losing streak tonight when it meets North
Texas State at 7:30 in the
USO gym.
The Toreros (1-9 in the
West Coast Athletic Conference and 5-14 overall) ran
their losing streak to three
Saturday night when Loyola-Marymount pounded the
San Diegans 100-82 in the
Sports Arena.
USO, which is very thin
in the front line, got itseU
into trouble when center
Bob Bartholomew and forwards Brad Levesque and
Keith Cunningham all
fouled out. Torero Coach
Jim Brovelli was forced to
go to a four-guard offense
and the losers never were
able to make it very close.
Guard Mike Stockalper
had one of his biggest
nights of the season in a
losing effort, scoring 26
points for the hosts. Jim
McCloskey paced LoyolaMarymount with 17 points.
Meanwhile, over in
Hawaii , things weren 't
going so well for San Diego
State, either. The Aztecs
plummeted into the cellar
of the Western Athletic
Conference Saturday night
when they were· defeated
79-69 by the Rainbows.
Back in November, before the season began ,
Dave Gaines made a statement which has a lot of
meaning today.
"We're going to be the
strongest team in the Western Athletic Conference,"

bottom."
At the time, the coach
was half-jesting. Today, he
isn't laughing.
San Diego State now
stands 2-8 in the league, 517 overall. The Aztecs have
lost 10 games in a row and
things could get worse with
New Mexico coming to San
Diego Thursday night, followed by Texas-El Paso
Saturday. Even New Mexico, with all the problems
it's had this year, is a game
up on the Aztecs in the
WAC.
About the closest the San
Diegans got to Hawaii
came with seven minutes
remaining in the game
when forward Eddy Gordon
hit a jumper to cut the
Rainbow lead to four.
In area small college action over the weekend,
UCSD traveled to Westmont College and was defeated 77-64, and Point
Loma College met a similar
fate in Phoenix, dropping
an 81-79 decision to Grand
Canyon College.
Point Loma will be back
in action tomorrow night
when it plays host to Azuza-

Jolla Thursday night to
I
meet UCSD.
In junior college play I
Saturday, the biggest I
at
came
surprise
Grossmont College, where
the Griffins, mired in last
place in the South Coast 1
Conference , shocked defending state champion
Orange Coast 87-71.
Grossmont guard Dave
Sullivan scored 27 points to
pace the Griffs, now 2-7 in
the league and 9-17 overall.
San Diego City failed in
its quest to avenge an earlier defeat at the hands of
unbeaten Saddleback . This
time, the Knights fell 94-82
to the men from Mission
Viejo as Saddlebac k 's
Kevin Magee scored 29
points. City 's Zack Jones,
who averages 30 points an
outing, was held to 16.
In other JC games Saturday, Mesa fell to Mt. SAC,
77-71, despite Richard
Walker's 22 points ;
Southwestern ripped Palomar, 90-77 as Harold Meredith poured in 45 points, 30
in the second half, and
MiraCosta dropped an 87-77
decision to Imperial Valley.

I
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A wedding that blended cultures
You can feel the back-draft of time passing
when the girl who was your children 's baby
sitter blossoms into a woman , falls in love and
gets married .
Nearly eight years ago, when we were
looking for a baby sitter, it was our good
fortune to meet Bonnie Newton, then a
studious junior at El Cajon Valley High
School , who was recommended to us by a dear
friend , Ann Sutton.
For six years , Bonnie sat with our '
daughters . She always came with an armload
of books. and when we left the house we never
worried . She was faithful , conscientious and a
devoted caretaker of our children.
Bonnie graduated from high -school , then
enrolled at the University of San Diego . She
continued to baby-sit for us whenever she
could , and a special bond of affection grew
between our daughters and " their " Bonnie.
One summer , while attending USD, Bonnie
won a scholarship to study at a university in
Guadalajara . She had studied Spanish and was
anxious to use it. Through friends , she met
Juan Lopez Vergara , a handsome young man
studying civil engineering.
They fell in love and Saturday they were
married at St. Louise de Marillac Catholic
Church in Crest .
It was an international wedding in a broader
sense than the fact that the bridegroom was
from Mexico and his bride from El Cajon.
Juan comes from a large family , and his
mother. four brothers. five sisters and an
entourage of wives and husbands all made the
trip to El Cajon'. They brought along two

DEL

HOOD
priests , one a family friend and the other a
relative, to help officiate at the ceremony.
The wedding rehearsal was Friday night.
Our daughters had to be there because they
were members of the wedding party, one the
flower girl and the other the ring bearer.
Directions had to be given first in English
and then translated into Spanish. Questions in
Spanish were translated into English .
Answers were given in English. and translated
into Spanish . Any unsettled questions were
resolved by Father Alphonsus Moloney , the
parish priest of St. Louise who speaks eloquent
English with a rich Irish accent. He
communicated effectively with nods and
gestures .
After one practice run . I le.ft the church
unsure that the next da y's ceremony could be
conducted without at least a little bit of
confusion resulting from the necessity to work
in two languages .
The wedding day dawned bright and clear.
My wife had spent most of the week at the
sewing machine. making long lace-trimmed
dresses for our daughters and little hats with
ribbon flowing down the back . At the last

5B

moment , we had to launch a desperate hunt
for a missing shoe, but found it in time to
reach the church 10 minutes before the
ceremony was to begin .
Only a few minutes past the appointed hour,
the members of the wedding party marched
down the aisle while a folk mass group played
the appropriate music. They took their places
as if they had practiced for hours.
Bible readings from Genesis arid
Corinthians were recited in both languages .
The priest from Mexico gave his nuptial
advice in Spanish. Then Father Moloney
offered brief remarks in English except when
he resorted to Gaelic to extend "a thousand
welcomes' ' to the visitors .
It was a beautiful ceremony for a special
couple. The bride and bridegroom repeated
their vows in both Spanish and English . Little
more than an hour had passed when Father
Moloney, refraining from trying to pronounce
Juan 's last name, announced that Juan Lopez
Vergara and Bonita Marie Newton were
husband and wife.
Juan and Bonnie forged another link in the
enduring chain of friendship between two
neighboring countries. Their wedding
represented not only the union of two
individuals but two cultures. Soon thev will
make a new life for themselves in
Guadalajara .
Some da y Juan and Bonita will have
children of their own . We know from the
experience of six years that they will be well..,.---,,,,,_ca red for .
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Toreros Near Finish,
Host Eagles Tonight
e Universi ty o San
Diego can begin · its countdown .
The Toreros, 1-9 in West
Coast Athletic Conference
contests and 5-14 for the
season , ha ve just fi ve
games remaining. But even
that's a mixed blessing.
USD's upcom ing opponents includ e North Texas
State tonight at 7: 30 on
campus, USF next Saturday, St. Mary 's and Gonzaga on -the road , and a season finale at home with
Portland.
. Tonight's non-league foe
is another of those teams
that presents all sorts of
problems for the Toreros.
The Eagles (10-13) , or
Mean Green as they 're

sometimes called , are very
strong up front.
They are led by 6-7 forwards Billy Don Hardaway
and Kenn y Lyo ns, and
guards David Vasher, Furmia Nealy and Chris Reynard.
In their 79-67 win over
United States International
Unive rsit y last Frida y ,
Hardaway scored 22 and
collected 20 rebound s,
Lyons added 12. and Vasher
contributed 15. Nealy , just
a freshman . found his big
men inside with 12 assists .
The Torero s, meanwhile,
have had as many problems fi elding front line
players as they have winning ballga mes.
Tonight's starting lineup
- consists of Brad Levesque
(6-7) and Keith Cunningham (6-8) , center Bob Bartholom ew (6-7) . and guard
Mike Stockalper (6-0) and
Earl Pierce (6-3). Rusty
Wmtmarsh, a 6-3 junior,
comes in at either forward
or guard .
In Saturday's 100-82 Joss
to Loyola , Levesque, Bartholomew and Cunningham
fouled out early in the sec- .
ond half. The Torerbs, who
frequently go with a threeguard offense, added a new
twist - a four- guard
offense.
In the only small college
action tonight, USIU (4-15)
is at Denver Unive rsity.

USD Finds Another
ay to Lose One
By JOHN SCHUMACHER
TimesStaff

Writer

SAN DIEGO-Although they took a different
the
University of San Diego ended up in an all-toopath,
-fami
liar
destination Monday night -the loser's locker room.
Usually Jim Brovelli's club gets in foul trouble early and
is beaten inside. But this time it was critical mistak
es that
enabled North Texas State to post an 83-73 win before
350
fans at USD.
The Toreros stayed even with North Texas State
the game's final nine minutes when they turned the until
ball
over four times on potential breakaways to end any hopes
of pulling out a victory.
Trailing 68-62 with 4:08 left, USD still had chance
when Keith Cunningham blocked a pair of shots.a But
the
Toreros committed two straight turnovers and the visitor
s
· never looked back.
Forward Ken Lyons scored 23 points for North Texas
State and center Billy Don Hardaway added 17, but USD's
inside tandem of Bob Bartholomew and Brad Leves
up a game fight against their quicker opponents. que put
"They both played excellent defense," Brovelli said. "I
thought Brad played about his best game of the year.
we missed three or four breakaways in the second half.But
If
we could have capitalized, it might have been a differe
nt
story."
While Lyons and Hardaway wound up on top of . the
scoring list, it was the contribution of 6-2 guard Chris
Reynard that may have hurt the Toreros the most. Reyn
ard had 17 points, 12 of them coming in the second half onoutside jumpers that kept North Texas State in command.
"I usually get those shots against a zone," Reynard said.
"Every time we took the ball out of bounds, they went
to a
zone. So we looked for that shot."
Reynard finished with 8 baskets in 11 attempts, and
USD couldn 't produce anyone on its side with a hot hand.
Point guard Mike Stockalper, who is usually productive,
had only five points on two-for-six shooting, and Earl
Pierce was 6-for-14 en route to his 24 points.
Bartholomew contributed 18 points in addition to his defensive efforts and had seven rebounds. He fouled out
with
four minutes to go. But Cunningham and Levesque more
than filled the void in the middle down the stretch.
Levesque had 12 rebounds and played 40 minutes. The
foul-prone forward picked up only three fouls instea
d of
following his usual pattern of fouling out.
USO, now 5-15, will return to West Coast Athletic Conference play Saturday when league-leading USF comes
to
town. North Texas State is 10-13.
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N. Texas State Tops Toreros
Reynard Key As Eagles Complete Sweep Of S.D. Tearns, 83-73

By AILENE VOISIN
Staff Writer, The son Diego Union

Chris Reynard came to
San Diego five years ago,
dressed in Navy blues, and
determined to see th e
.

returned last week,
dressed this time in North

Texas State greens, and
determined to help his
teammates win some basketball games.
. - He succeeded - twice
actually - as the Eagles
made It a sweep of San
Diego teams with an 83-73
victory over the University
of San Diego last night in
the Torero gym.
Reynard, a 25-year-old
sophomore who tinkers
with auto parts on the side,
finished with 17 points on 8
of 11 shooting from the
field. In the Eagles win

Still, the Toreros had several opportunities to r ecaptu re th e lead . Twic e
Levesque fed his team mates with outlet passes,
and both times USD was
unable to capitalize. Then
USD committed two turnovers, Barbour missed two
long shots, and North Texas
coasted the rest of the way.
Afterward , USD Coach
Jim Brovelli was most
upset about the missed
layups and rebounds in the
second half.
"Those were the two
things I thought made the
difference," he said. " If we
capitalized on those breakaways, who knows? But
it's always 'if' when you

look back.

over USIU last Friday, he
scored only six.
But it's not how many
baskets he scores that
makes the difference, but
when he scores. And last
night against USD, now 5-

mew responded with three
points, Darryll Barbour hit
a bomb, and it was even at

60-60.

Then Lyons, a wiry 6-7
freshman , scored over Bartholomew, and Reynard , a
guard, hit a layup and
6-2
15, Reynard 's points came
from outside to put
once
just in time to catch the
North Texas ahead, · 66-60.
Toreros.
USD led from the start, USD never regained the
was ahead 44-37 at half- lead .
time, and in front by eight
"In the end, every time
points (47-39) with 18 min- we took the ball out of
utes remaining. And then bounds they were in a
Reynard, along with team- zone," Reynard explained.
mates Kenny Lyons and "So I took the shots they
Billy Don Hardeway, start- gave me."
Does he usually shoot
ed taking advantage of the
that often, and that well?
Toreros inside.
" We try to go inside a lot,
Lyons scored on a three•point play, added two more particularly against teams
baskets, and put North like USD, " he said. " We
Texas into its first lead of knew they aren't real
the evening (56-55) with a strong inside. "
Usually the Toreros
hook shot over USD's Bob
Bartholomew. Bartholo- aren't. But last night - for

the first three quarters anyway - the Toreros were
very strong inside.
USD's front line, whi ch
usually consists of Bartholomew and Brad Levesque,
both 6-7, played excellent
defense throughout the first
half. Bartholomew more
than held his own inside
against Hardewa y and
Lyons, consistently blocking the lane, and intimidating on the boards. He also
picked off four passes
which led to USD baskets.
Levesque, playing one of
his best games this season,
had six of his 12 rebounds in
the initial half.
But in the second half,
USD's nemesis - foul trouble - returned once again
to haunt the Toreros. This
time, Bartholomew was the
victim. He picked up his
third personal with 18 :20
left.
With Bartholomew on the
bench, USD's three-guard
lineup (Earl Pierce, Mike
Stockalper and Rusty Whitmarsh) , was no match for
Lyons, the 6-7 Hardeway
and 6-9 center Ken Robinson.

" I also thought we did a
super job defensively, particularly against No . 52
(Lyons) . He and Hardeway
are really tough inside. And
Reynard 's an excellent
shooter."
For North Texas State,
Lyons finish ed with 23
points, followed by Hard way and Reynard with 17.
USD was led offensively by
Pierce with 24 and Bartholomew with 18.
The Toreros are idle until
a 1 p.m . Saturday West Coast Athletic Conference
meeting with USF in the
Sports Arena .
" That will be an easy
one ," Brovelli joked .
" They 're all easy from
here one in."

NORTH TEXAS ST (83)
Reynard 8 1-417, Nealy 6 2-214, Guon 00-0 0,
Vasher 4 2-2
Lyons l0J.J 23, Hordewov 8 1-2 17,
10. Mocolik00-0 0, Robinson I 0-0 2, Hicks 0 0-0
0, Wise 0 0-0 0. Totolsl79-IJ8J.
SAN DIEGO (73)
Stockalper 2 1·25, Pierce 6 12-13 24, Cunning
22-4 6, Bortolomew 74-6
ham 20-0 4,Levesque
18, BarbourJ 3-4 9, Whitmarsh 2 3-37, Robinson 00-0 0. Totals 24 25-32 7J.
North Texas St. 37.
Halftime-Son Diego 44,
Fouled out-Bartholomew. Total fouls- North
Texas St. 21 , Son Diego 17. TechnicolsHordewov.
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And for those who enjoy a little
classical music, there 's always this
week's installment of the continuing
series, he Beethoven Cycle . This week
finds the piano vibrafi ng with the
master's Opus 10 number 3, Opus 26
and Opus 101 starting at 4 p.m. in the
Camino Theatre of the University of
San Diego. 291-6480.

READER
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Lectures
Funding of Public Education will
be debated in a symposium entitled
"Can Public Educa tion Surviv e
Freedom of Choice : Vouchers, Tax
C redi ts or the Status Quo?," wi th
panicipants Jack Coons, Thomas
Sowell , and Tho mas Sh ann on ,
T hursday , February I 4, 8 P· m. •
School of Law Counroom , O SD ,
Alcala Park. 291-6480 4296
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Love, Emotion Lecture Set
Dr. Leo Buscaglia, professor of
special education at the. University
of Southern California, will speak on
Jove emotion and personal relat10nships at 8 p.m . tomorrow at the Caz
Camino Theater at the Universit. of
San iego.
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HE BEETHOVEN(
CL E, a series of . nr d
concerts
by Uni, ersity of
San Diego faculty members
will cont inue on Feb. 17 at 4
p.m. in the Camino Theatre
at the U niv er ty f an Di .
go . For program and ti k t
information call the fine
Arts Department

DAILY
TRANSCRIPT

...

"THE BEETHOVEN CYCLE"
Piano concert fea11,1ring Beethoven's Op. 10, No. 3, Op. 26
(Funeral March) and Op. 101,
4 p.m. Sunday, Feb. 17 at the
Camino Theater, University of
San Diego, Alcala Park.

CORONADO JOURNAL

Twenty-four Universit
of San Diego School of Law
students will be named in
the next edition of "Who's
Who among Students in
American Universities and
Colleges." They are: Murray
Bankhead, Douglas Barker,
Ce leste Stahl, Ard win
Boyer, Arthur Buck, Carl.
Commenator , Jenn ifer
Fehlman, Jose Guerrrero,
Deborah Kass, Sana Loue ,
Martha McGill,
Mon ty

FEB 1 4 1980
Feb. 17 "The Beethoven Cycle": Piano concert
featuring eethoven's Op . 10 No. 3,3 Op. 26
(Funeral March) and Op. 101, 4 p.m. Sunday,
Camino Theater, University of San Diego, Alcala
Park. Admission: $3.50; students, senior citizens
and military, $1.50. Information : 291-6480.

1980

S.D. Law School
Sponsors Tourney

FEB l 4 1980

.•

"Love" author Le Bu aglia of
USC wi ll spea k o n t he inter rel ationsh ip be tween emotions,
love , and personal
relationships,
T hursday, February 14. 8 p. m.,
USD,
Camino Theatre
Alca la
rk

T he U. of San Diego Sch ool
of Law w ill hold it fo u rth an nual 1ichael Mohr Me m orial
Golf T ou rname n t at t he Singing Hi lls Co u n t ry CJ uh Golf
Co urse in El Cajon on Friday,
Fehruary 22, a t 8: 30 a. m .
The t ournamen t is open to
USD Al u umni, students and
th e general
p u blic. T he donation fo r the Mi cha el Moh r
Memorial F und is $15 per per so n.
The Fund w as establi sh ed in
1976 a f ter Michael Mohr , a
second-year USD law stu dent,
was

... ..

in

killed

.

a

plane

-·

Fur rescn·alions,
fit 283-6361.

crash

...

call Lew

Muller

LA JOLLA LIGHT
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San Diego Symphony - Peter Eros conducts
violinist Yehudi Menuhin. 8 p.m . Fri. and Sat. and
2:30 p.m . Sun. in Civic Theatre, 202 C St. 239-W21.
1
The Beethoven Cycle - San Diego University
continues its Beethoven series with piano concert
in Camino Theater, on campus at Alcala Park. 291
6480.

LEMON GRO VE
REV IEW
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Offers No-Fear
Computer Course for
Business Minded
2 Satu rday cour ses aime d
at brea king dow n the publ ic's
fear s abou t com pute rs are being offe red this sprin g at San
Dieg o Stat e Univ ersit y.
"The se cour ses will prov ide
teach ers,
busi ness men
and
othe rs w i t h a basic unde rstan ding of hi ow com pute rs
work and unsc ramb le som e of
the com plica ted term inolo gy
used in the field ," said Dr. Sally Anth ony, prof esso r of seconda ry educ ation , who will
t each the cour se. "The grow th
of mi cro-c omp u ters in the
scho ols, busi ness a n d h om e
has mad e a fund a m enta l
know ledg e of com pute rs a necessi ty in toda y 's s ociet y," she
said.
"Intr oduc tion to the C ompute r for the Abso l ute Novice" will be offer ed on Febn.1ary 23 and Mar ch 1, and "Basic Prog ramm ing for the Absolu te Nov ice" will be taug ht
on Apri l 12 and 19.
Each
cour se will cons ist of 2 session s on cons ecut ive Satu rdays , from 8 a .m . t o 4 :30 p.m. ,
the first sessi on, and 8 a .m. to
2 p .m . the seco nd Satu rday.
All sess ions will be held in
Room 112, Educ ation Build ing. R eser vatio ns for the popular cour ses are high ly recomm ende d.
"We wan t to help peop le g et
over the fear that math ema tical abili ty is need ed," said
Anth orty. "We'll teac h them
BAS IC, the simp le com pute r
lang uage that is close· to Eng lish, and we will have micr ocom pute rs in the class room ,
so the stud ents can get hand son expe rienc e."
The f ee is $40 f or 1 unit of
cred it for each cour se, eithe r
of whic h may be t a ken indepent ently. For r egist ratio n,
call the SDSU Exte nsio n office, 265-5147.
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TRIBUNE Societ y Editor

The Friends of Music of tile Univer
sity of San
Diego is spon sorin g a mu icale Feb . 24
to benefit the
universi ty 's music scholarship fund .
The 3 p.m.
program will be given in the Mission
Hills home of
Mr. and Mrs . Thomas B. Rob ertson and
followed by
a wine and cheese r eception .
Feat ured in the musicale will be Peggy
Liste r and
Ruthann Trem ear, dual pianists, and
the USD
· Faculty Trio , Hen ry Kola r , violi nist ;
Mar jorie Har t,
cellist, and icolas Reve les, pianist.
Mrs. Albert Fischer i s chairman of the
event and
assisting are the Mmes. Jose ph Brock,
Phili p Larsen, Lillia n Berger and Will iam B. Rick
.
Mrs. Brock is taking r eservations.

1
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r

Combine religious, professional careers
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These are 'hyphenated' nuns, priest
By Salty Arguilez
SAN DIEGO- Hyphenated priests and nuns .
.That's the term tagged on those priests and
Religious who havetaken on dual \/0Cat1ons. as
In the case of a sister-scientist , a priestand a sister-nurse in the San Diego
Does a religious vocation bring an added
dimension to another vocation or vice-versa?
•t DON'T SEE it as having two vocations but as
embracing all means in our power to express
God's love," said Sister Patricia Shaffer, a
scientist and chemistry professor at the
University of San Diego.
"Resourcesof human beings such as their
·minds are not separate from the work of Jesus
Christ and the church."
•
Sister Shaffer, who has a doctorate In
chemistry with a specialization in bio•

chemi stry, ls.also ■ member of the Religious of

the Sacred Heart.
PRIOR TO VATICAN II, members of the order
were extremely cloistered, recalled Sister
Shaffer. Since then there has been change and
u pdating of the society because of a church
mandate from Rome, she added.
"It we were teaching order we were not to
remain cloistered . Now I see the wisdom of it.
" We assist and develop the minds
and t.a,u
of the people with whom we work but also
live
apostolicin
community for witnessing,

a

"THE SCIENCE FIELDhas been • man's
world. It's good for women Religious to have a
witness in the value of science," added the nun.
In another area, • hyphenated priest is
"hyphenated" four times o v e r .
Father Nicolas Reveles is not only a priest but
a professor, a pianist, and a performer. He
described himself as •a musician ordained to
serve with that talent."
•1 GREW UP with (music) just as my
relationship with the Lord Is my life They're
Inseparable. It's (music) integralto my spiritual
growth," said Father Reveles, who teaches
music at the University of San Diego. He is also
the diocesan music direcotr.
'
At one time it was difficult to reconcile his two
callings, recalled the priest.
"It was always a thing hanging over me
whether I should go for a professional career in
music. In working it out, I found they
complimented each other beautifully.•

HE STUDIED at USO, obtained a Master's
Degree in music at the University of Redlands
In Redlands, and entered Catholic University in
WashiflilOn, O.C., for theological studies in
1973. Father Reveles was ordained Aug. 16,
1974.
"I have absolutely no fBITllb. I'm doing
everything I could doas
s a professional."
For young men who have agreattalent and
also• calling to the
priesthood he said, "They're

in

asking for a lot of struggle. But once there, It is

. In 1973, Sister Anne became involved the
development
of the pastoral care program at
the hospital which provides counseling and
IN ADDITION to his teaching, he lectures,
comforting for relatives of patients.
composes
and pertorms_in concert. Last year,
WAITING for news •bout their
the University of San Diego Choir and Vocal
husbands or fathers or anyone else need
Ensemble performed the world premiere of his
someone
to
cry
with them, pray with them. I'm
composition of the "Passion of Jesus Christ
there to guide and sustain them and help them
According to St. John" under his direction.
over the rough spots."
"I don't feel that I could be. as good a priest
• She termed the pastoral care program as
without my music . It's through music that I
"the human touch of the hospital," noting it was
m_ost deeply pray and discover my relationship
important "especially today with all the modern
with God. Music is very spiritual. It brings me in
technology."
touch with Him."
'
Since enteringthe program, pastoral care
At Mercy Hospital, San Diego, Sister Anne
has grown from the traditional rites for the sick
Brown is only one of many sister-nurses who
and dying to encompass ministry and
are caring for people physically as well as
counseling for patients, families and staff
spiritually. ,
members, noted Sister Anne.
IN 1944 Sister Anne ente('ed the Burlingame
"I AM NOW MORE involved
In the
motherhouse in the San Francisco a r to
e apsychological aspect of nursing than the
begin formation to be a sister after having
physical," she said.
completed a three-year nursing diploma
FourteenReligious includingthree chaplains
program
at Mercy College ofMercy Hospital In
(Fathers James Gollner,John Mitchell and
San Diego.
Finberr Reynolds) help individuals cope with
death, physical impairments and assistin
·1 never that
feltthere
a conflict
in my
nursing and my role as a Religious Both involve
restoring relationships, said Sister Anne,
responding to human needs,"said Sister Anne
adding, "we are a veryvital part of the hospital."

very rewarding."

-

'
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USD library gets information computer_
said Marian Holleman ,
A new bibliographic
computer head librarian at USO. "The
informational
was presented to the · cataloging system will allow
University of San Diego us to order cards for 95
James S. Copley Library by percent of all new books we
receive ."
the USO Friends of the
Library.
The $6,000 computer is
part of the nationwide Ohio
College Library Center
(OCLC), a network which
provides information for
cataloging , acquisitions
and inter-library loans.
The OCLC data base has
more than five million
bibliographic records with
some 2,000 member libraries across the country and
is centralized in Columbus ,
Ohio.
"The new system is a
great improvement for us,"

"Our inter-library loan
service will also benefit
because it will reduce time
and effort required to locate
a needed b'ook in another
library."

L A JO L L A LIGHT

Three of the La Jollans who will be participating
in Saturday's Parents' Day at USO are , from

Thursday , Feb . 14 , 1980
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left, Val Frager, Nancy Woodard , and Claire
Tavares . (Photo by David Eidenmiller) ·

Saturday parents' day at USD
La Jollans will play a key role
in the University of San Diego's
Parents Day on Saturday ,
February 16.
USD Auxiliary member and
La Jolla resident Claire
Tavares will greet arriving
parents, and La Jolla resident
Ann Burke, mother of a USD
freshman , will participate in
one of the many workshops
planned for the day .
Parents Day is designed to
give parents of USD students an

insight into the university, and
to provide an arena for
education, debate and an increased awareness of life at
USD .
Activities include many
workshops , among them a
"Symposium on Values ,"
moderated by Rancho Santa Fe
resident Dr. Robert Gordon,
former Dean of Students at
Stanford University. Panelists
include Ann Burke, and Dr .
Thomas Harris , author of the
book . 'I'm OK . You'r e OK ."

After the workshops, films
and presentations , parents can
attend the USD versus Chapman College baseball doubleheader at noon, or the USD
versus Universi ty of San
Francisco basketball game a t I
p.m . at the Sports Arena . The
activities wind up with a 6 p.m .
Mexican Fiesta Dinner in
USD 's Student Union .
For more information on
Parents Day, ca ll USD at 29 16480, ex tension 4271.

STAR-NEWS PHOTO By Scott Linnett

FORMER MARIAN STAR MIKE STOCKALPER NOW PLAYS FOR USD
And he has changed his game from a shootin g to passing it
off to teamm

Stockalper in
newroleatUSD
By HOWA RD STUT Z
Star-News Sports Writer

While at Marian High School, Mike Stocka lper
averag ed 22.6 points per game and once scored 37
points agains t Bonita Vista.
But since then, Stocka lper has change d his style
of play -compl etely since coming to the Univer sity
of San Diego three years ago .
When Stocka lper becam e a starter in his -freshman year, the six-foot, 157 pound guard had to
change from ·being a scorer to quarter backin g the
USO offense . He has comple ted this adjustm ent
well said his coach. Jim Brovell i.
"MIKE HAD TO make a hard adjustm ent when
he came to us from high school, " Brovel li said.
"He has done this job with excelle nce and he is like
our coach on the floor .' '
Stocka lper' s scoring has droppe d •since his days
at Marian as he averag ed 9.2 points last season and
this year he is the Torero s' third leading scorer
averag ing 10.9 per game.
"I've don e more playma king here than I did at
Marian , " Stocka lper said. "In hi gh school, I did a
lot of shootin g ."
One depart ment that Stocka lper has improv ed in
is assists , as he has64s o far this season. It started
in his freshm an year when USO went to the
Divisio n II champ ionship s.
"That was a great team that year," Stocka lper
said. "All I really did was play at point guard and
pass off to a lot of people. I had a lot of assists that
season ."
ONE ASPECT of his play that Stocka lper is
trying to improv e is his defense .
"I guess one of my goals is to play better
defens e," he said. "I have been known as a good
offensi ve player so now I want to be known as a
good defensi ve player .
"I really work hard on it in practic e. I don't shoot
much, only after practic e do I work on shootin g,"
he added.
This has

a

lso left an imp

ates

at Maria n as he avera ged 9.2 points last
season and
this year he is the Torer os' third leadin g score r
avera ging 10.9 per game .
"I've done more playm aking here than I did at
Maria n," Stock alper said. "In high school, I did a
lot of shooti nS?."
One depar tment that Stock alper has impro ved in
is ass ists, as he has64 so far this season . It starte d
in his freshm an year when USD went to the
Division II cham pions hips.
"That was a great team that year," Stock alper
said. "All I really did was play at point guard and
pass off to a lot of peopl e. I had a lot of assist s that
seaso n."
ONE ASPE CT of his play that Stock alper is
trying to impro ve is his defen se.
"I guess one of my goals is to play better
defen se," he said. "I have been known as a good
offens ive playe r so now I want to be known as a
good defen sive playe r.
" I really work hard on it in practi ce. I don't shoot
much, only after practi ce do I work on shooti ng,"
he added .
This has also left an impre ssion on Brove lli who
says that Stock alper is one of the harde st worke rs
in practi ce.
·
" Mike is one of the harde st worke rs," Brove lli
said. "There are times when he stays Qut after
practi ce to work on his shooti ng. "

BUT TIIROUGHOUT this year's camp aign,
Stock alper and his teamm ates are suffer ing a less
than avera ge seaso n in which the Torer os are 1-8 in
leagu e and 5-13 overa ll after an 83-73 loss Mond ay
night to North Texas State.
"This seaso n has been disapp ointin g to me,"
Stock aloer said. "I had a much better seaso n last
year. We have playe d good team ball but we don't
really have the depth . I think this will come with
recrui ting."
But Stock alper has one goal now set in his mind
for his senior year ; to bring a WCAC champ ionsh ip
to USD.
"I think we defini tely have .a shot at the cham pionsh ip," he said. "Mos t of the teams are losing
peopl e so I think every one has a chanc e to win it."
Stock alper' s thirst for a cham pions hip shows as
Brovelli said how this year has been frustr ating for
him .
"MIK E COMES from a winni ng school and it is
really hard for him to lose," Brove lli said. "We are
hoping to recrui t some front line playe rs to help
him out next year. "
With only one year of colleg e ball left, Stock alper
remin isced by sayin g that he does not regre t at all
comin g to USD to play ball.
" I have been really happy here, " he said. "We
went to the cham pions hips in my freshm an year
and that was exciting.
"I wasn 't really recru ited very heavi ly out of
high school. USD showe d the most intere st and that
is why I came here."
As a Behav ioral Scien ce major , Stock alper
hopes to get a teach ing crede ntial when he
gradu ates and possib ly coach high scho ol/
baske tball.
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"Tb · Beeth ven Cy cle," a piano concert feat
Ing Beethoven's Op JO No. 3, Op 26 Fun
March) and Op JOI will be h Id at 4 p.m Feb
Camino Theat er . l r Alcala Park Admissio
$3.50 students. seniors and military $1.50

FEB 1 5 1980
BEETHOVEN CYCLE ( Camino Theatre, University of
San Diego) : Three of Beethoven's piano sonatas played by
USD's fine arts faculty. Sunday at 4 p.m.

LOS ANGELES TIMES
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FOUNDERS GALLERY (University of San Diego): Expressionist drawings an d paintings of Herman Graffe
through March 13. Open Monday through Friday 10 a.m. to
4p.m.

DAILY
TRANSCRIPT
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Come Again: USO has bad a bit of trouble keeping its
basketball players healthy-and eligible-in its first trip ·
through the West Coast Athletic Conference.
Ken Cooney and Paul Appleby have been lost for the
season with knee injuries and Joe Evans, Russell Jackson
and Dave Cook are out with academic problems.
However, it would appear that the academic shortcomings could <Nell spread.beyond the team itself. A USO press
release declared: "Staring forward Russell Jackson has
been declared academicly ineligable (sic) for the rest of
the season."
But, of course, USO does not purport to be producing
writers.

FEB 1 5 1980

Business-Breakfast
At USD Seminars
The University of San Diego's
School of Business will present a
series of breakfast seminars for men
and women in business beginning
March 14. The seminars, from 7:30
a.m. to 9 a.m., will be at the Hanalei
Hotel.
USO faculty speaking at the
seminars will be Fred Bahr on affirmative action March 14; Jim Evans
en business ethics March 21 ; and
Charles Holt on the economy March

28 .

On April 4, Don Helmich will
style; Bob
discuss management
Johnson will discuss lagging worker
productivity April 11; Philip Hun saker will speak on time man agement
for interpersonal competence April
18; Don Mann will discuss market
research in the 80s April 25; and .
Dennis Briscoe will speak on career
management May 2.
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USO and Aztecs Share.Arena Today

.I

From a Times Staff Writer

SAN DIEGO-The University of San Diego and San Diego State both will play basketball games in the Sports
.
Arena today.
USO will begin the action at 1 p.m. when 1t meets the
University of San Francisco, which is leading the West
Coast Athletic Conference. The Toreros have lost five
straight games, dropping to 1-10 in the WCAC and 5-15
overall.
San Diego State will play host to Texas El Paso in a
Western Athletic Conference game at 7:35 p.m. The Aztecs
broke a IO-game losing streak Thursday by beating New
Mexico, 76-74, making their record 3-8 in the WAC and 617 overall.
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IT'S TALENTED USF TODAY
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USD
For
ht
No Relief In Sig

There are several ways to deal with a 1-10 conference,
and 5-15 season.
One is to hide. Another is to look ahead, counting on
new recruits to r escue the program. Yet another is to
approach the situation philosophjcally, and with a sense
of humor.
University of San Diego Coach Jim Brovelli, whose
Toreros host league-leading USF (8-3) today in a 1 p.m.
contest at the Sports Arena , has chosen the last alternative .
Earlier this week, for example, he was informed that
yet another Torero had gone by the wayside. Or more
specifically, by the knife. With freshman forward Jimmy
Robinson 's departure (surgery scheduled for a broken
nose), the 1980 Toreros have been reduced to nine.
Brovelli 's reaction?
"Oh sure, we're healthy, " he joked , "we have nine,
really healthy people. I told the kids last week that we
were going to suit up Coach (Gus) Magee so we could
·crimmage during practice. They thought that was
retty funny."
Pause. " But I was serious."
The nine healthy Toreros include regul ar starters Mike
ockalper (10.9 points) and Earl Pierce (13.1) at guard,
ad Levesque (6.8 and 5.3 rebounds) and Keith Cunnham (1.9), two forwards who moved into the starting
·up at mid-season, and Bob Bartholomew (16.3 and
a forward-turned-center.
1 reserve, USD has guards Darryll Barbour and
tty Whitmarsh, and forwards Marty Mates and Ken

CARLSBAD
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Cooney. Cooney, however, is still bothered by torn
ligaments in his ankle.
" If any of my starters get in foul trouble, 1 have two
ways to go," Brovelli said. "J can bring in Rusty and go
with three guards, or go with my front line and bring in
Cooney or Mates.
"Losing Robinson really limits us. J had planned on
using him a lot in the last five games."
By contrast, USF's biggest problem has been deciding
on a starting lineup. Today 's probable starters are
guards Quentin Dailey (13.9 points) and Billy Reid (10.8),
forwards Bart Bowers (5.5) and John Hegwood (9.4), and
7-0 center Wallace Bryant (12.4 and l0.3 r ebounds) .
The players on the bench include 6-8 sophomore Guy
Williams, freshman Raymond McCoy - one of the most
highly-recruited high players in the country last year,
Mike Rice, a sometime starter, Ken McAlister and David
Cornelius .
"They have as much talent a anyone on the West
Coast," the USD coach continued . "And they are, without
a doubt, the best team in the conference."
In an earlier meeting between the teams USF won 9076. McAliste rand Bryant scored 20 and 15 points,
r espectively.
The Dons, 18-5 overall , are coming off a 78-66 loss to
Notre Dame in South Bend.
USD, which has lost its last five, travels to St. Mary's
Tuesday, and Gonzaga the following Tuesday before
concluding the season at home against Seattle and
Portland .
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THE BEETHO VEN CYCLE:

Feb. 17: Piano concert
featurin g Beethove n 's Op.
IO #3, Op. 26 (funeral March )
& Op. 101, 4 p.m. Sunday, Camino Theater, Un iversi y of
San Diego, Alcala Park.
Admissio n : $3.50; students,
senior citizens & military,
· $1.50. 291-6480.
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exhibit of paintings and drawings by
roug March 13. Opening reception Feb
·
18 7-9
p.m. n1vers1ty of San Diego Mon .-Fri., 10-4. 291 -6480
,
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San Francisco Completes
San Diego S eep, 10 6- 7
After Beating San Diego State Earlier in Season,
Dons Rout USD but Deny Trying to Run Up Score
By JOHN SCHUMACHER
Times Staff Writer

SAN DIEGO-Life on the road in
college basketball can be quite depressing, but the University of San
Francisco has found nothing but good
times in San Diego.
After beating San Diego State here
earlier this season, the Dons returned
to the Sports Arena Saturday afternoon and humiliated the University of
· San Diego, 106-78, in front of only 810
fans , which was the Toreros' largest
crowd of the year.
USD received a temporary stay of
execution when the game was delayed 20 minutes to install the Tore. ros' emblem at center court in place
of San Diego State's. But the reprieve
lasted only until the opening tip.
USF jumped to a 22-11 lead in the
first eight minutes and steadily increased that margin behind the
shooting of Billy Reid and Guy Williams to take a 58-31 edge at halftime.
But the onslaught had just begun.
Quintin Dailey tossed in ll_R_oints

and Williams eight as the Dons
opened an 81-41 bulge with 13:25 left.
USF Coach Dan Belluomini elected lo
pull his starters at that point, but the
Toreros went on a 12-0 tear to close
to within 28, prompting Belluomini to
return starters Reid and Williams to
the lineup .
USD Coach Jim Brovelli didn 't
want to discuss Belluomini's substitution methods, but the Dons' head
coach indicated he had no intention of
trying to run up the score.
"I told Jimmy after the game that I
would never want him to feel like we
were pouring it on," Belluomini said.
"The people out there were out of
gas, and I wanted to try some different combinations."
One tandem Belluomini tried was
putting 7-foot centers Wallace
Bryant and Rogue Harris on the floor
at the same time. Bryant finished
with 15 points in 32 minutes, while
Harris contributed nine points in 14
minutes.
Williams ended up with high-point
honors, netting 23. Dailey had 21
points and Reid 19 for USF, now 19-5
and 9-3 in the West Coast Athletic
Conference. The Dons own a onegame lead with four games left but
are ineligible for post-season play be1
cause of NCAA probation.
"They have the best ta.lent in the
league ," Brovelli said. "They'll win
the league by at least two games .
What's frightening is that they have
everybody back next year."
Reserve guard Rusty Whitmarsh
led USD with 20 points, but there was
little else for Brovelli to get excited

aboul

"We got embarrassed , it's that simple-w e were intimidated and you
just can't play that way," said the
coach after his team slipped to 1-11 in
the conference and 5-16 overall.
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-Stoff Photo byJohn Gribbins

Raymond McCoy of University of San Francisco
looks for an opening in the key as USD 's Mike

Stockalper guards him. The Dons won yesterday 's
West Coast Athletic Conference game, 106-78.

USD Music Is
Just Prelude
To USF Win
By AILENE VOISIN
Stoff Writer, The San Diego Union

The University of San Diego symphony orchestra had the Sports
Arena rocking before USD's conference basketball game with University of San Franicsco yesterday afternoon.
But afterthe first eight minutes of
the game, with the Dons ahead 25-11 ,
the notes began to sound a little
sour.
.
There was no question who was
going to win this one - and the Dons
did, 106-78 for their 19th win of the
season (against four defeats) and
ninth in West Coast Athletic Conference play.
USF was, as USD Coach Jim
Brovelli conceded later, " no doubt,
28 points better than we were. We
got embarrassed."
And no doubt, a starting lineup of
Guy Williams , Wallace Bryant, Billy
Reid , Quentin Dailey and John Hegwood would embarrass a lot of opponents.
But not always, such as last Monday at South Bend, Ind. Notre Dame
scored a 78-66 win over the Dons.
"We played so horribly (against
the Irish) , that I made some changes
during practice this week," USF
Coach Dan Belluomini said. "We
, worked on things like passing the
ball , team defense, being unselfish.
You have to pass the ball three or
(Continued on H-5, Col. I)
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Torero cagers continue
to fall in WCAC action
SAN DIEGO -The thrill
of victor y elude d the
Univer sity of San Diego
Toreros twice more as they
fell to Peppe rdine 70-67
and Loyola - Marym ount
100-82 in basketball action
at the San Diego Sports
Arena last week.
Peppe rdine 's triump h
avenged their earlier 70-63
loss to USD in Malibu ,
wh ich still stands as the
Toreros' only West Coast
Athleti c Conference win .
The Toreros were on top
34-32 at halftim e, but the
Waves eventually inched
ahead in the second half as
USD contin ually squan dered scoring opport uni ·
ties .
Six-foo t-three -inch guard
Earl Pierce turned in a 20point perform ance for the

Toreros wh ile teamm ate
Bob Bartho lomew , a 6'7 "
forward , added 19 in that
Thursday evening contes t.
Loyola-Marymount ove rcame an early 25-15 Torero
lead to earn their triple f igure scoring conquest last
Saturday night.
USD, plagued by 31
fouls , watched three sta rt ers - Bartholomew, Keith
Cunnin gham , and Bra d
Leves que-fo ul out, wh ile
in the meant ime the Lion s
made good on 36 of 49 free
throw attemp ts.
Six -foot guard M ike
Stocka lper led USD with 26
points , aided by Pierce's 18
and Bartholomew 's 13.
The week's losses amended the Toreros' WCAC
record to 1-10 and dropped
their overall mark to 5-14.

SENTINEL
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TORERO NINE ... The University of San Diego is

also in the beginning stages of its season . The
Toreros were 32-19 last year, the club's first season
as a Division I club.
John Cunningham 's team finished fourth in the
Southern California Association, the same league
that produced national champion Fullerton State
and Pepperdine, the nation's No. 3 team.
The Toreros should have a winning progra m
again this season with four player s return ing who
hit .300 or better . One of those return ees is Andy
Asaro , who led University High to the CIF championship in 1978.
Asaro batted .365 with 15 doubles, six home runs
and 43 RBI last season as a freshm an first
baseman. The forme r Don may see some action
behind the plate this season .
Also back are outfielders Paul Engle and Don
Slater. Engle batted .303 last year while Slater was
named the team's MVP, battin g .378 with 26 stolen
.
bases.
Mike Saverino return s for his third season as
year ago he hit .322
nAg
top.
rti
USD's s t a shorts
with seven triples .
The Toreros also return three of their top pitchers
in Jamie McDonald, Greg McSp arran and Marty
Sturgeon. Their respective records were 7-1, 5-4 and
6-3. sturgeon had the club's best earned run
averag e, 2.57.

Son Diego, Monday, February 18, 1980

ampe
It was just after San Diego State's 94-88 loss to Texas. Paso Saturday night when a gentleman walked up to
tee basketball Coach Dave Gaines and said : "Well,
ch, you can't win 'em all."
" Yeah, " Gaines smiled, "I've heard that 18 times this
ar."
ut this one wasn 't like most of the losses the San
eganshave compiled this season. The Aztecs played
eof their best games against one of the better teams In
Western Athletic Conference, only to fall once more.
"I thought we played well," said Gaines, who watched
club's record dip to 3-9 in the WAC and 6-18 overall.
f we would have had Eddie Morris the last IO minutes
· so , we might have been able to do It."
!orris, San Diego State's freshman forward, went
w·n with a sprained knee llgament midway through the
condhalf. He is expected to return for the Aztecs' next
ne game Saturday night against Grand Canyon Col-

.e.

ading the way for the Aztecs · were guards Tony
vynn (24 points, nine assists) and Joe Mendoza (19
oints, five assists, six steals) . UTEP placed five men in

's

losing z cs; Toreros

double figures, with center Anthony Burns pacing the
Miners with 19 points and 13 rebounds.
Meanwhile, Saturday afternoon, things did not go well
for the University of San Diego as the University or San
Francisco crushed the Toreros 106-78.
"There's no doubt USF was 28 points better than we
were," said USD Coach Jim Broveill. "We got embarrassed."
For the Toreros (5-16 overall and 1-11 in the West Coast

[

)

Local Basketball

Athletic Conference), reserve guard Rusty Whitmarsh
led the way with 20 points, followed by forward Brad
Levesque (14) and center Bob Bartholomew (11) .
USD plays one game this week, and that's tomorrow
night when it travels to St. Mary's for a WCAC contest.
UCSD was the only area four-year school to emerge
with a win this weekend when it rallied from a IO-point
halftime deficit to defeat Cal Baptist 73-59 Saturday night
at Riverside.
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DESPITE BARTHOLOMEW'S 20

Gaels Rip Toreros, 78-57
Special to The Son Diego Union
at 34-24 when USD used a
MORAGA - St. Mary's six-point spurt to narrow
broke open a close game at the deficit to 36-30 on a 10the end of the first half and foot jumper and two free
the start of the second with throws by Rusty Whit12 unanswered points to roll marsh and a layup by Mike
to a 78-57 victory over un- Stockalper.
dermanned University of
From there, -St. Mary's
San Diego here last night.
closed out the half with six
Playing with only eight straight points for a 42-30
men after reserve Ken Coo- lead at intermission that it
ney sprained an ankle in quickly expanded in the
practice Monda y, USD opening minutes of the secmade a game of it for most ond half to 48-30 with six
of the first half before the more unanswered points.
USD never recovered.
Gaels pulled away.
The victory gives St.
Bob Bartholomew, USD's
Mary's an 8-5 record in the
West Coast Athletic Confer- 6-7 center , led the Toreros
ence and earns it a share of with 20 points, 12 of the in
second place. The Gaels the first half on mostly layare 12-12 overall. USD was ins. Whitmarsh added nine
losing its 12th conference points.
David Vann 's 13 points
game in 13 tries this season
led the winners while Ted
and fell to 5-17 overall.
St. Mary's broke a 14-14 Wood added 12 and Allen
tie at 13 :24 of the first half Cotton and Brandon Benwith six points and Jed by 10 nett had 10 apiece.

St. Mary's had a narrow
38-36 edge on the boards
while USD committed three
more turnovers than the
winners, 20-17.
USD's next game will be
in Spokane on Tuesday,
Feb. 26, when it plays the
University of Gonzaga.
USO (S7)
Cunningham 1 2-2 t Levesque 2 2-2 6, Bortholomew 9 2-220, Stockalper
32·2 8, Pierce 2
4-04,Whitmarsh 25-6 9, Barbour 30-0 6. Totols
22 13-14 .57..
ST . MARY'S (71)
Catton 5 0-2 10, Thiveoux 31·27, Campbell 2
4-4 8,
Wood 52-212, Vann 61-1 13. Bennett 4 2-2
10, Word 10-0 2,Orgill I 0-0 2. Doherty 13-55 5
Holmes 2 3-4 7, Ghilorducci 10-0 2. Totals
16-22 78.
Halftime score : St. Mary S 42, USO 30.
Total fouls:USO 19, St. Mor 's 18

31

AZTEC WOMEN'S
GOLF
University of Arizona
Invitationa l
At Nogales
Team leaders- New Mexico 318, Arizona
State319, Stanford 323. Individual leaders Lindo Bowman (Slonford) and Pcm Miller
(BYU I. 74. SOSU leaders - Pam Tabor 8 ;
Dione McHetfey 89.

The Tritons, now 17-11 overall and 5-2 in NAIA
Southern Division play, can win the division with a
victory over Southern California College tomorrow night
in Newport Beach.
Dana Bedard was the big man for the winners, scoring
19 points and handing out nine assists. Sherman Johnson
added 15 and Jerry Haynes 14 for the Tritons.
U.S. International University, which dropped a pair of
games to Oklahoma City on the road Thursday and
Friday, was idle Saturday but is back in action tonight
when it meets Cal at Berkeley.
In junior college action Saturday, San Diego City was
whistled for 32 personal fouls and dropped a 113-91
Mission Conference game to Riverside.
The Knights sent the Tigers to the free throw line 42
times, and the hosts sank 31 attempts. The visitors went
to the line just 15 times, sinking 11. The leader for City,
as he has been all year, was Zack Jones, who poured in
28 points.
Emerging victorious in Mission Conference play was
Southwestern. The Apaches received 27 points from
guard Dave Freeman and 23 from center Harold Mere-

(2)
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dith and managed to slip past San Bernardino 98-97,
lifting their league record to 5-7.
Palomar, another Mission Conference club, wasn't so
lucky. The Comets were nipped by Chaffey 71-69, despite
guard Gary Davila 's 18 points.
In other JC play Saturday, Mesa (15-13 overall)
captured its second consecutive South Coast Conference
victory with an 81-68 win over Orange Coast as Marshall
Morton scored 19 for the winners, and Grossmont
dropped an 85-78 decision to Mt. SAC, despite a 22-polnt
effort by guard Dave Sullivan.
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Toreros
to face
St. Mary's
TRIBUNE Dispatch

MORAGA -

University
of San Diego 's basketball
team , beaten in 11 of its 12
West Coast Athletic Conference games so far, will engage St. Mary ' s her e
tonight. The Gaels are tied
for second with a 7-5
record , having down ed
USD 83-73 in the first meeting this .season.
Coach Jim Brovelli of the
Toreros said he would start
forwards Brad · Levesque
and Keith Cunningham,
center Bob Bartholomew
and guards Mike Stockalper and Earl Pierce .
Guards David Vann, with
17.3 points a game, and Ted
Wood , with a 14.4 aversage,
lead the Gaels.
U.S. International University gave the California
Bears a big scare in nearby
Berkeley last night before
bowing 94-80. The Gulls,
now 6-18 for the season
were in front for the first 32
minutes, then the Bears
came to life and ran off 16
unanswered points in three
minutes to end a threegame losing streak.
The Gulls were led by
forward Mark Bryant's 16
points. Th e Bears shot 65
percent - 24 of 37 shots in the second half and they
also topped the visitors in
r ebounds 43-33.
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St. Mary's
Hosts USD
The Univer sity of San
Diego, which has yet to win
a West Coast Athletic Con fer ence basketball game at
home, will try its luck on
the road tonight against St.
Mary 's at 7:30 in Moraga.
The Toreros , 5-16 on the
season and 1-11 in the
WCAC , will start guards
Mike Stockalper and Earl
Pierce , forwards Brad
Levesque and Keith Cunningham and center Bob
Bartholomew.
St. Mary's, currently tied
for second with Loyola ,
Santa Clara and Portland
is led by guards David
Vann (17.3 point s per
game) and Ted Wood
(14.4), and center David
Campbell (9 .0 and 5.2
r ebounds). The Gaels other
starters are Allen Cotton
(9.1) and Peter Thibeaux
(7.7) .
In the previous meeting
between the te ams , St.
Mary's, now 11-12 and 7-5 in
league, defeated USD 8373.
USD ha s contests r emaining with Gonzaga in
Spokane, Wash ., and Portland and Seattl e in th e
Sports Arena .
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U. San Diego Loses
Specialto The Times

MORAGA-SL Mary's College rolled to a 78-57 win over the University
of San Diego in West Coast Athletic

Conference basketball act.ion Tuesday
night
Bob Bartholomew led USD in scoring with 20 points and Rusty Whitmarsh contributed nine points coming
off the bench.
The Toreros fell to 1- 12 in confer -

ence play and 5-17 overall.
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Crusaders roll on; USD loses
TRIBUNE News RtPOri

Guard David Vann connected for 13 points and
engineered St. Mary's
College's 78-57 victory over
the University of San Diego
last night in a West Coast
Athletic Conference basketball contest in Moraga.
Vann was backed by
three teammates who hit in
double figures - Ted Wood
who scored 12 points, and
Allen Cotton and Brandon
Bennett, each of whom hit
for 10.
The score was tied 18-all
with 10:52 remaining in the
first half when Bennett hit
from near the free-throw
line to break it open and St.
Mary's maintained the
edge the rest of the way
against the visitors.
High scorer for San
Diego was junior center
Bob Bartholomew, who
grabbed a game-high 20
points.
The victory gives St.
Mary's an 8-5 mark in
WCAC play and 12-12 overall , while San· Diego
dropped to 1-12 in league
action and 5-17 overall.
Meanwhile, the Point
Loma College Crusaders
preserved their hopes for a
NAIA District 3 Southern

Division championship by
scoring a 66-51 victory over
Cal Baptist College in Golden Gymn last night.
It was the fourth win
against three victories for
Point Loma, which boosted
its overall record to 18-12.
The Crusaders can go 19-12
in their season-closing contest Friday at Southern California College.
The Crusaders hit a tor-

rid 67 percent of their shots
from the field to overcome
slowdown tactics by Cal
Baptist in the initial half to
take a 24-14 lead at the
intermission.
Point Loma put four players in double figures , with
Bob Campbell leading the
way with 16 points. Corey
McMullen and Steve Southworth each added 14, with
Jim Freeman getting 12.
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. Two local residents
are in Who's Who
. University of San Diego standing students have
School of Law students · been honored in the
Anthony Passante of Car- · annual directory since it
difT, and Constance Tho- was first published in
mas of Solana Beach, have 1934.
Michael Navin, USD
been selected to be named
in the 1979-80 edition of Professor and School of
"Who's Who Among Stu- Law Associate Dean for
dents in . American Uni- Academic Affairs, coordinated the student nomiversities and Colleges."
The USD law students nation process. After con. join a group of students sultation with School of
, from more than 1,200 high- Law faculty and staff, stuer education institutions dents were considered
from around the country who had made. contribu- ·
and from several foreign tions to the university nations to be named in both in academics and in
this year's directory. Out- service to the institution.
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with
frustrations continue
1oreros'
.
.
1osses

to North Texas State, USF

SAN DIEGO-A frustrating, losing season continued last week • for the
University of San Diego
basketball team as two
more losses dropped its
West Coast Athletic Conference record to 1-11 while
the Toreros' overall tally fell
to 5-16.
North Texas State visited
USO last Monday evening
at the USO Sports Center
and dealt the Toreros an
83-73 defeat in spite of a
44-37 halftime Torero lead .
Th.e Eagles went ahead for
the first time in the game at
56-55 and pulled away
from that point.
EARL

PIERCE,

a 6'3"

guard, led USO with a 24point show which i:,cluded
the conversion of 12 out of
13 free throws. Bob Bartholomew offered 18 points,
while Brad Levesque commandeered the defensive
efforts with 12 rebounds.
In a WCAC game played
last. Saturday night, conference leading University
of San Francisco clobbered
the Toreros 106-78 at the
San Diego Sports Arena .
The Dons were in control
for the entire game. They
opened up an early 25-11
first-half lead before
exploding in the second
half to a 40-point advantage
at 81-41. The Toreros never
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drew closer than 20 points
as the Dons cruised to an
easy victory.
FOUL TROUBLE contributed heavily to the Toreros'
downfall as starters Keith
Cunningham and Bob
Bartholomew and reserve
Ken Cooney all were forced
to the bench with excessive
personal fouls. USF responded gratefully by
making 28 of 38 charity
shots.
Rusty Whitmarsh, a 6'"
reserve guard, paced the
Toreros with 20 points.
Brad Levesque tossed in 14
points and Bartholomew
and Mike Stockalper each
added 11.
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"Jean Anouilh and His Theate1 ·•
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\.
.
"E
conomic and Legal Issues Affec.
ting Solar Development" is the title of
a course to be taught by Prof. John H.
Minan of the University of San Diego
School of Law beginning Monday and
running through May 20.

READER
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will be the subject of a lecture in
French by Madame Yvonn e
Scheffer, the director/manager of
the French Community Theater in
Los Angeles, sponsored by Alliance Francaise, Saturday, February 23 , 2 p. m., de Sales Hall ,
Salomon Lecture Room, USO, Al cala Park . 578- 1609.

TIMES-ADVOCATE
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RE-

Michael Mohr Memorial Golf
Toumament, sponsored by the
USD School of Law, will take place
Friday, February 22, 8:30 a.m .,
Singing Hills Country Club, 3007
Dehesa Road , El Cajon . 283- 636 1.

"HERMAN GRAFFE:
TROSPECTIVE SELECTIONS''
Expressionist drawings and
paintings chosen from
Graffe's 50 years of efforts, 10
a.m . to 4 p.m. weekdays
through March 13, in Founder 's Gallery , USO.

LA JOLLA LIGHT
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,

A concert for the benefit of ·
the University of San Diego
Music Scholarship Fund will be
held at the Mission Hills Home
of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Robertson
Sunday at 3 p.m .
The concert will feature dual
pianists Peggy Lister and
Ruthann Tremea r playing
Fantasi a and Sonata in C,
the
and
Moza,rt-Greig ;
University of San Diego Faculty
Trio, with Henry Kolar ,

oener1t se1

,

violinist ; Marjorie Hart, cellist ;
and Nicolas Reveles, pianist,
performi ng Trio in F Minor by
Anton Dvorak .
A wine and cheese reception
will follow the program . Serving on the committee are
chairma n Ree Fischer, Betty
Brock, Grace Larsen, Lillian
Berger and Susan Rick.
For further informa tion ,
contact Mrs . Brock at 276-2631.
Reservat ions are limited
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TROJAN NETTERS
WIN FOUR MATCHES
The powerful UCLA tennis team didn't make it ,
but the San Diego Intercollegiate In vitational tour·
nament got under way yesterday afternoon at two
sites, the University of San Diego and the Tennis
and Racquetball Club in Tecolote Ca nyon.
The Bruins, considered the class of the country,
chose not to compete, and in their absense, USC
and Pepperdine assume
the fa vorites' roles in play
Local
that . will continue today
,
.
tomorrow
and
sport s
Th e Trojan net ters
on
scored three victories
the court and a fourth by
forfeit yesterday, including triumphs by its two La
Jolla High players, Roger Knapp and Jack Kruger.
Knapp eliminated USIU 's Tony Brock 6-2, 6-0,
and Kruger won over San Diego State's Kevin
Keenan 6-2, 6-2.
USD 's Peter Herrmann won by default and the
Toreros' Chris Jochum downed Point Loma
College's Steve Ante 6-0, 6-3.
San Diego State's Graeme Robertson lost to Ted
Staren of Arizona 6-3, 6-2.
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Collegiate Baseball Teams Gear-up
For the San Diego State
Aztecs and the Umlve rslty of
San Diego Totero s baseba ll
teams, the propec tus for the
upcom ing 1980 season are
Indeed promis ing. Both the
Aztecs and the T oreros are
comin g off highly succes full
1978 seasons. The Torero s
posted a 32-19 record meanwhile the Aztecs wre having
the finest season In. San
Diego State's baseb all history
winnin g 55 games.
The 1979 season saw both
the Aztecs and the Torero s
succes full debuts Into new
leagues. For the Torero s It
was their first season in the
tough Divisio n I, finishi ng
fourth (32-19 ) In the Southe rn
Califo rnia associ ation. This
year the USD team feature s a
highly potent offens e with
an abund ance of speed, and
qualit y defen sive player s.
Coach John Cunni ngham will
carry ten pitche rs this season
In an attemp t to handle this
years 60-gam e schedu le, the
longes t in the schoo ls history .
The_ Aztecs 1979 season
saw them win a record 55

games and ranked sixteenth basem an Monte McAb ee
In the nation . The Aztecs ··(.356), third-baseman Ken
rewrot e 35 schoo l record s as Rutan (.351), and rlghtfle lder
they breeze d to aw .A.C. Paul Wlrkus (.339).
With five player s returni ng
Southe rn Divisio n title in their
first season In the league. For who batted over .300 the
Coach Jim Dietz, much talent Tor.eros return with a potent
returns , couple d with the offens ive attack . Last years
best recruit ing season ever. M.V.P. Don Slater heads the
Colle giate Baseb all, has offens ive attack with a .378
ranked the Aztecs 12th In the battin g averag e. Backi ng
magaz ines 1980 pre-se ason Slater will be first baseman
Andy Asaro (.365) , Mike
poll.
For both the Torero s and _Saver lno, shorts top, who
a
Aztecs the core of their finishe d last season with
A
.322.
of
e
pitchin g staffs will be return - batting averag
Ing from last seasons teams. strong candi date for the
Leadi ng the Torero s will · startin g catche r will be Karl
Jamie McDon ald, last season Hall, who batted .320 last
he posted a 7-1 record and season . Round ing out the top
won second team All Con- five is Paul Engle a strong
ferenc e honors . Last years defens ive right fielder who
a·
ace Curtis Burkhe ad (10-0, finishe d out last season with
2.35E.R.A.) will be leadin g the .302.
On paper the Aztecs and
Aztecs.
Offens ively the Aztecs will the Torero s have the tools to
have four player s returni ng- win with an abund ance of
who batted over .300 last speed, hitting , and defense,
season. Lead.I ng the attack the only questi on Is, as on
will be All-Am erican candi- most teams will be the
date, shorts top Bobby Meac- . pitchin g staff. The pitche rs
ham (.360), helpin g with the will take their respec t teams
offens ive punch will be first- where ver they may go this
year.
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Two former USD students will participate in a
performance by the winners of the San Diego
Metropolitan Opera Audition contest at 7:30 p.m.
Sunday in USD's Camino Theatre.
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USD Recovers,
Defeats UNLV
The University of San
Diego got a break from the
weather and some clutch
hitting from Mike Saverino,
Paul Engel and Andy Asaro
to defe at Neva da-L as
Vegas, 10-5, in the Rebel '
Invitational yesterday.
Saverino and Engel delivered home -runs in the first inning, and Asaro doubled home the tie-breaking
run in the eighth as the 1:
Tore ros even ed their
record to 2-2. Pitcher Jamie
McDonald went the distance for his first win of the 1
season.
USD lost its tournament ,
opener to Nebraska, 16-9,
Thursday morning, and fell ·
to UC Irvine that afternoon,
7-1. The Toreros escaped
the floods of San Diego but
were forced to contend with
gale winds. By yesterday, '
however, the sky was clear
and the wind mild.
USD play s Brigham
Young today .

121 001 00 - 57 1 1.
UNLV
400 000 lS- 10 12 3
USO
Hawkins, BiSontis (JI and Peel ; McDona ld
ond Hall. HR -- Saverina(USDI Isl, none on ;
Engel (USDI 1st, two on; Herrero (UNLVI
6th, none on.

USD Recovers,
Defeats UNL V
The University of San
Diego got a break from the
weather and some clutch
hitting from Mike Saverino,
Paul Engel and Andy Asaro
to defe at Nevada-Las
Vegas, 10-5, in the Rebel '
Invitational yesterday.
Saverino and Engel delivered home runs in the
first inning, and Asaro doubled home the tie-breaking
run in the eighth as the 1
Tore ros even ed their
record to 2-2. Pitcher Jamie
McDonald went the dis- I1
Lance for his first win of the
season.
USD lost its tournament
opener to Nebraska, 16-9,
Thursday morning, and fell
to UC Irvine that afternoon,
7-1. The Toreros escaped ·.
the floods of San Diego but
were forced to contend with
gale winds . By yesterday , 1
however, the sky was clear 1
and the wind mild.
USD play s Brigham :
Young today .

12100100-571 1
UNLV
400 000 lS- 10 12 3
USO
Hawkins, BiSonlis (JI ond Peel ; McDona ld .
lsl, none on;
o
ond Hall. HR -- Saverin(USDI
Engel (USDI 1st, two on ; Herrero I UNLVI
6th, none on.
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LIPTON VS. VASQUEZ IN NO. 1 MATCH

USD Threesome In Net Finals
By HANK WESCH
Staff Wriler, The San Diego Union

At first glance it appears a mismatch.
Rolando Vasquez is 6-4, weighs 200 pounds is a form er
national judo champion and is nicknamed "Rocky ."
Scott Lipton is half a foot· shorter , 50 pounds lighter,
and is much more likely to out-talk than outmuscle an
adversary.
Give each of them a tennis racket, as will be done at
noon today at Morley Field, however, and it figures to be
Virtually an even encounter - an encounter to determine
the champion in the No. I singles division of the San
Diego Intercollegiate Invitati onal Tournament.
Vasquez a sophomore at Pepperdine , defeated
UCSD s.Paul Metsch 6-3, 6-1 yesterday while Lipton, a
University of San Diego junior, upset the Univers ity of
Southern California's Bill Nealon, 7-5, 6-2 in semifin
matches .
Lipton led three USD player s into today's finals as the
tourn_ament 's host school made a surprisingly strong
showmg . The Toreros ' Peter Herrmann prevailed over
Pepperdine's Glen Michibata in No. 2 singles in the day 's
best smgles match, a contest that was not decided until
Michibata netted a forehand approach shot on double
match point in a third-set tiebreaker. The scores were 36, 6-1 , 7-6 (5-4) . Herrmann will face USC's Sean Brawley,
a 6-2, 6-2 sem1fmal wmner over Arizona's Kevin McClintic.
Chris Jochum made it a USD threesome in the top
three singles finals when he bested Long Beach 's Dave
Nicholson, 1-6, 6-3, 6-4 and will meet Pepperdine 's Garth
Haynes for the third division championship today .
USC'sJack Kruger, a La Jolla High product , and Long
Beach s Hank Moravec fought their way into the No. 4
smgles final while in No. 5 it will be USC's Doug Adler
and Andis Luters of Arizona. USC's Jim Agate and
Ar12ona S Bill Moss will vie for the title in No. 6 singles.
The fifth and sixth smgles championship matches
begm at 9 this morning, No. 3 and No. 4 title matches at
10:30with the No. 2 and No. 1 finals planned for noon.
The team championship also will be decided . Entering
the fmal day, USC had the inside track with 44 points,

USD was second with 36 and Pepperine had 34.
For all his size, Vasquez was, until this season
primari ly a baseline player . But the Cuban-born Florida
resid ent has improved his volleys under the guidance of
Coach Allen Fox to the point where he doesn 't hesitate to
attack the net now.
" I didn't know how to volley befor e I came to
Pepperdine," Vasquez says. " But he (Fox) specializes in
teaching the volley, and he's got a Ph.D. in psychology.
I still have some bad days playing at the net, but you
can have a bad day playing the net and have a much
better chance of winning than if you are a baseline
player and have a bad one."
Lipton, a left-handed baseliner, had a good day
yesterday while Nealon, a player of similar style, was
erratic. And the result wasn't too surprising.
" I had beaten him once and lost to him once before "
said Lipton. " Before I had played to his backhand but I
changed my game today and kept attackin g his
forehand."
The strategy proved sound with Lipton benefitt ing
from Nealon s wide forehands to r ecord service breaks in
the first games of both sets. The USC player drew even in
the first set by breaking Lipton in the sixth game, but
Lipton broke back in the 11th game and served out the
set. Lipton won the first four games of the second set and
remained in control the rest of the way .
"I've been playing poorly lately, but the rest of the
team has been playing well and we've done all right,"
said Lipton . "We've beaten two teams ranked in the top
20 m the nation m the last week and it's been because of
the other guys. But I had two very good matches
yesterday (Thursday) and for the first time in a while J
hit both my forehand and backhand well today."
Herrmann lost the first set and a key point in the third
set, but held steady in a pressurized tiebreaker which
had fans cheering ever y point.
The lanky sophomore from Bonita missed one mat ch
point at 4-3 when he netted a backhand , but kept the ball
m play with two-handed ground strokes until Michibata
rushed an approach and dumped it into the net on the
deciding point.
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Founders' Gallery: Retrospective exhibit of paintings and drawings by
-Fri
Herman Greife, through March 13. University of San Diego . Mon
.,

10-4. 291-6480 .
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BUT TOREROS WERE 32-19 A YEAR AGO'

USD Nine Facing 1980 Season With 1979 Roster
By AILENE VOISIN
Staff Writer, The San Diego Union

They talk about halfIides, not full-rides, in the
baseball office at the University of San Diego.
" A half-ride, or tuition
scholarship," Coach John
Cunningham said ruefully ,
"is about all we can offer.
That, and the chance to
break into the lineup right
away.,,
so with a roster of halfride recipients, Cunningham and the Toreros begin
their second season in the
Southern California Baseball Association _ the
same league as Defending
Nationa I Champion Cal
State Fullerton and thirdpla ce finisher Pepperdirie .
"We knew when we went
Division I that we'd have to
bring in a higher caliber
athlete," Cunningham said.
" And that's what we 've
tried to do. But certain
thin gs are out of yo ur
control "
Like the fa ct that US D's

top three recruits signed
letters of intent, th en
signed contracts with profession al teams. Con sequently, USD's roster varies only slightly from last
season.
Her e's a look at the
Toreros, who ended 1979
with a 32-19 overall record
and 14-12 conference mark:
The Pitchers - Jamie
, McDonal_d , a left-handed
control pitcher, was one of
those guys we took a.
chance on last year, Cunningham said. He responded
with a 7-1 record (sole defeat against Fullerton) and
was a second-team All·
League selection .
The other two starter s
are right-handers Gr eg
McSparran, a semor who
was 5-4 last season, and
Marty Sturgeon, a junior
with the best earned-runaverage (.257) on the team.
"Those three ha ve a
chance to wm any game
they start," the coach conlinued,, " but if they're not
on, we re gomg to experience some difficul ties. And
we 're still looking for our
fourth starter. "
The competition for the

final spot remains open , but to earn AIHeague honors
sidearmer Al Behm,
a in 1979, hit .322, had 15
freshman from Santa Ana , stolen bases, and is considappears to have the .edge. ered the team 's leader: AcAt 6-4, he's the biggest cording to Cunningham,
Torero, and probably the he's not flashy , but is one of
hardest thrower .
those players who seldom
In relief, USD has former makes a mistake.
University High star Ted · And then there 's the
Badillo, but that's about all. story of th ird baseman
"The rest of our pitchers John Mull en. He was
have to prove themselves, Valhalla High's athlete of
and that's where the uncer- the . year as a senior, entalnty comes in ," Cunning- rolled at USD in 1979, then
ham said.
failed to make the team.
The Infielders - Al- After sitting out last seathough not spectacular, the son, Mullen tried again,
play of first and second and came away with a
basemen Andy Asaro and starting job.
Martin Harris, and AllLeague shortstop Mike Saverino is consistent. Asaro,
USD's only true powerhitter, hit .365, with 45 runs
batted in, six home runs
and 15 doubles. He is considered an excellent
fielder .
Harris , a con v erted
shortstop , is a contact
hitter (.294 with six triples) ,
and has the ability to make
the spectactular play defensively. "But," his coach
added, " sometimes he has
trouble with the rou tine
pl ay s."
Saverino, another Torero

-- - - - - - - - - - - -

The infield overall solid, but unspectacular.
The Outfield - With AllLeague sele ction Don
Slater, Chris Alberico, and
Paul Engel, this has to be
one of USD's strengths.
Center .nelder Slater hit
.378, had 40 rbi , and 26
stolen bases en · route to
being named USD's most
valuable player last season.
He has speed, an excellent
arm, and is probably the
Toreros' top all-around athlete.
But Cunnin g ham i s
equally enthusiastic about
Alberico, the left fielder

who hit .350 for Palomar
last year, and right fielder
Paul Engel. " We 're looking
for big things from both of
them," he said. " I would
have to rate the outfield as
probably our strongest
area. " ·
The Catcher - Initially,
the position was an open
contest between Bart Brainard and Karl Hall, but
after two weeks, Hall
seems to have ousted last
year's starter . He doesn't
hit as well, but is considered better defensively.
USD's reserves include
infielder s Bruce Tomlinson,

H-9

Keith Wilson and Danny
Kasie, and outfielders Mike
Alberico, Mark Chapman
and Joe McNamara.
" In terms of depth, a lot
of new people have to come
through, " Cunningham
sa id. " But I do feel that this
is the quickest club we've
ever had. And since we're a
hit-and-run club , that's a
big advantage."
Cunningham 's .predictions ?
" A realistic goal would
be .500 ball (currently 2-2) . .
I 'm never happy with that,
but their are a lot of powers
in our conference. Fullerton , Pepp erdin e, Lon g
Beach State. or course, a
third place finish would be
nice ... "
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HERRMANN TAKES NO. 2 SINGLES

Trojans, Vasquez Win College Tennis Titles
with his two-hands-fromeither-side style to record
service breaks which gave
him the initial set andthen
the match.
Herrmann ' s agility
hasn't caught up since his
body recorded a six-inch
growth spurt in his 15th
year. Opponents don 't generally walk away awed
when beaten by Herrmann.
But he has respect for
them.
"This is the biggest tournament I've won, the last
two were the best players
I've beaten," Herrmann
said. "This could be the
turning point of the season
for me."
Other singles champions
included Pepperdine's
Garth Haynes at . No. 3,
USC's Jack· Kruger at No.
4, Arizona's Andis Luters at
5 and USC's Jim Agate at
No 6. Kruger, from. La
Jolla, later teamed with
Brawley to win the No. 2
doubles championship.

By HANK WESCH
Staff Writer, The San Diego Union

·

-staff photos by Bill

Powerful Rocky Vasquez of Pepperdine serv
route to singles win over USD's Scott Lipton.

Rocky rolled, Peter persevered and the Trojans triumphed.
Those were the key elements as the San Diego
Intercollegiate Invitational
Tennis Tournament came
· toa shining close yesterday
at Morley Field.
Rolando "Rocky"
Vasquez, Pepperdine's 6foot-4· sophomore who
speaks softly but swings an
oversized racket, powered
past the University of San
Diego's Scott Lipton , 6-7 (53), 6-2, 6-3 for the championship of the No. 1 division.
singles title of the San Diego IntercolUSD's Peter Herrmann
USD's tenacious Peter Herrmann
legiate Invitational Tennis Tournalost this point but defeated USC's Sean
compensating with gumpment yesterday at Morley Field.
in
lack
may
he
what
on
Brawley, 7-5, 3-6, 6-4, to win the No. 2
grace, became the only San
Diego college student to and volleyed his way to the final point of a final-set the team ran there was no
win a championship by pre- championship.
tiebreaker just to reach one I could keep up with.
"I didn't play a good first · yesterday's final, had Now there's one of
other guy 1
vai)ing over the University
of Southern California's set," Rocky conceded after- ample opportunity lo sur- can race against.
"I can't expect to win on
Sean Brawley, 7-5, 3-6, 6-4 ward, "I couldn't hit my render against Brawley.
groundstrokes very well That he didn't was a dem- natural ability, so I have to
at the No. 2 singles spot.
But USC took the team and it seemed like whenev- onstration of the mental keep ·myself goiog and keep
1
trophy back to Los Angeles, er I did hit one he pulled out toµghness that Torero trying my best."
Against Brawley, a
the Trojans' depth pulling the right cards. I could Coach Ed Collins lists atop
them to a close (52 points to read his backhand alright, the
in .stocky player with a boomstrengths
ing serve, Herrmann had
46) victory over Pepper- but I couldn't read his fore- Herrmann's game.
dine. USO finished a strong hand down the line.
"I have to be strong men- service break advantages
"The last two sets I came tally because I'm not very negated by the USC player
third with 40 team points to
29 for fourth-place Arizona. in more and put more pace good physically ," says in both the first and third
The No. l smgles final be- · on my shots and hit more to Herrmann matter of factly . sets. Each time, however,
away
tween Vasquez_and Lipton his forehand. I think that "I'm slow. Last year when Herrmann pounded
-- ------proved entertaining, but in caught him off balance. He
the end Lipton couldn t han- ·was expecting me to go the
dle the speed of the shots other way."
Vasquez took the win in
from Pepperdine s answer
stride feeling that the
to the Incred1_ble Hulk.
"He just hits the ball so match play would be more
hard, said Lipton after- beneficial than wins over
ward. "I thought I returned players he was expected to
serve well m the last two beat. Asked if ever thought
sets, but even when I hit it he might lose, he replied,
hard at his feet he got it "No, I never think about I
k..He played a lot better that \n match. 1 never think I
I'm going to lose, even
than I thought he would.'
Lipton played a heady though sometimes I do." .
Herrmann who had surfirst set, generally .keepmg
the

nn Vasquez's

back-

.

.

I

the Trojans oepu1 putting
them to a close (52 points to the right cards. I could,
46) victory over Pepper- read his backhand alright
dine. USO finished a strong but I couldn 't read his forethird with 40 team points to hand down the lrne.
29 for fourth-place Arizona. . The last two sets I came
The No.l singles final be . in more and put n:iore pace
my shots and hit more to
tween Vasquez and Lipton
forehand. I thmk that
his
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caugh
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other
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so
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over
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sets, but even when I hit it beat.
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he
lose,
might
he
it
got
he
hard at his feet
He played a lot better "No, _I neyer think about
back.
that in match.I never think
.,m i thought he would."
Lipton played a heady I m gomg to lose, even
first set, generally .keeping though sometimes I do."
the ball on Vasquez's back- . Herrmann, who had surhand but also picking up vived a test-of-wills semifisome key points when the . nal that went down to the
200-pounder sprayed forehands off the court .
Vasquez was wide with a
pair of routine forehands
and also contributed a double fault as Lipton won the
first set tiebrea ker.
Thereafter, Lipton had ,
ttle success with any
strategy as Vasqu ez served
Singles Finals
No. 1Division - Rotondo Vosquez (Pepperne )_df. Scott Lipton (USO) 6-76-2, 6-3. No. 2
di_
O,v,s,on - Peter Herrmann (USO) df. Sean
Brawley(USC) 7-5,H , 6-4. No. J Division Garth Haynes (Pepperdine) df. Chris Jochum
(USO ) 6-2, 6-2.
No. 4 Division - Jock Kruger (USC ) df . .
Hank Moravec (LongBeach) 6-3, 6-3. No. 5
0Iv11Ion - Andis Luters (Ari zona) df. Doug
Adler (USC ) 6-4, 6-2. No. 6 Singles - Jim
Agate(USC ) df. Bill Moss (Arizona ) 6-77-6,7-

Doubles Semis ond Finals
sem ifinals - Rocky VasquezNo. I Division
Glen Michiboto (Pepperd ine) df. Randy
(Fullerton) 6-4, 6-0.
Borrows
ave
Friend-D
Dove Seibel-Scott Seeman(Santo Barbaro )
Adler (U SC ) 7-6,6-4.
df. RogerKnapp-Doug
F,nol - Vasquez-Michibata di. Seibel-Seemon 6-4, 6-1
No. 2 Di vision 1em1 fino ls - Pet er
Herrmann-JerryJaffee (USO ) df. AndisLuters-Kevin Mc(lintic (Arizona) 6-3, 5-7, 6-1 ;
Brawley(USC) df. Dave
Jock Kruger-Sean
Nicholson-Tom Tyrell (Long Beach ) 6-3,6-3.
Fi na l, - Kruger-Brawley di. JaffeeHerrmann 7-6. 6-1.
No. l Division semifinals - Mike WhiteHector Ortiz (Pepperdine) df. Par SvenssonChris Jochum(USO) 6-4, 6-4; Honk Moro,recJohn Nardi (Long Beach ) df. Billy Nealon
JIm Agate ( USC ) 6-4, 6-2. Final -- White-Ortiz
df. Moravec-Nardi 6-3, 6-2.

use

52, Pepperdine
Final Team Scores46, USO 40, Arizona29, Long Beach 24, Sonia
Barbaro 22. New Mexico 20, USIU 12, Domin•
guezHills 10. Fullerton10, UCSO 9, Point
Loma 4, Son DiegoState 2.

Coach

.l!.;Q Collins

atop

in
stren gths·
the
Herrmann's game.
"I have to be strong mentally because I'm not very
good physically ,' ' says
Hernnann matter of factly.
"I'm slow. Last year when

-stocky player with a booming serve, Herrmann had
service break advantages
negated by the USC player
in both the first and third
sets. Each time, however,
Hernnann pounded away
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USD At Gonzaga Tonight
The University of San
Diego visits Gonzaga University in Spokane, Wash.,
tonight for its final West
Coast Athletic Conference
road game.
The Toreros, whose
roster seems to diminish
each week, has Jost another
player. Reserve forward
Ken Cooney reinjured his
ankle and will miss the
final week of the season.
USD, stuck in the league

cellar with a 1-12 record (517 overall), will start
guards Mike Stockalper
(10.6 points per game) and
Earl Pierce (12.5), forwards Keith Cunningham
(2 .4) and Brad Levesque
(7.3 and 5.9 rebounds), and
center Bob Bartholomew
(16.0 and 7.8) .
Gonzaga will counter
with Carl Pierce (13.6) , last
week's conference player of
the week , Eddie White

(13.0) , seven-footer Duane
Bergeson (5 .0), James
Sheppard (15.l) and Don
Baldwin (8.9) .
The Bulldogs , who
shocked USF Sunday night,
84-66, are currently fourth
in the conference with a 7-8
mark (12-13 on the season).
USO returns home to
host Seattle on Thursday,
and Portland on Saturday.
Both games will be at 7:30
in the Sports Arena.
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Toreros face Gonzaga
as season winds down
TRIBUNE Dispatch

SPOKANE, Wash . - University of San Diego, 1-12 in
.the league and 5-17 overall, gets its final chance to
salvage a little something from a disastrous season while
opposing Gonzaga University here tonight in the first of
three schedule-ending West Coast Athletic Conference
games slated this week.
The Toreros, who have been decimated this year
through injuries, will be without the services of another
player - reserve forward Kewn Cooney, who will miss
the final three games with an ankle injury.
Gonzaga, which shocked University of San Francisco
84-66 last ·week, currently are 7-8 in the conference. The
Bulldogs won a previous meeting with USD 72-62.
The Toreros will return to San Diego for Sports Arena
contests Thursday night against Seattle and Saturday
night against Portland.
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. . . Dr. Cornelia Wilbur, whose
analysis of the multi-personality
patient "Sybil" inspired a bestseller and award-winning TV
movie will lecture March 6 at
USD's Camino Theater.

FEB 2 7 1980
Stude nts listed
in .Who's Who
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Gonzaga Nips USD, 78-66
SPOKANE - Gonzaga USD by only one field goal ,
University opened the sec- 29-28, but were perfect from
ond half with an 8-2 spurt the foul line, converting all
that broke open a tight 20 of its free throws including 18 in the second half.
game and went on to a 78-66
West Coast Athletic Confer- USD sank 10 of its 15 free
ence triumph over the Uni- throw attempts.
Five players scored in
versity of San Diego at the
figures for Gonzaga
double
Spokane Coliseum last
with James Shepard hitting
night.
Gonzaga had rallied for 18, Eddie White 16, Carl
six straight points in the Pierce 14, Hugh Hobus 12
final minutes of the first off the bench, and Don
half to pull even at 30-30 Baldwin 10.
The loss dropped the
after the Toreros had led
Toreros to a lowly 1-13
virtually all the way.
The winners outscored mark in conference · play
USD (66)
Stockalper 76-6 20, Barbour 20-0 4, Cunninghom 12-2 4, Whitmarsh 11-23, Pierce 80-0 16,
Bartholomew51-511, Levesqoe 4 0-0 8. Totals

28 10-1566.
GONZAGA (78)
North O2-22, Wagoner 12-2 4, Baldwin 42-2
10, White 56-6 16, Shepard 8 2-218, Pierce 62-2
14, Hobus 4,4-4 12, Bergeson 1 0-0 2. Totals 29
20-20 78.
Holflime score: USO 30, Gonzaga 30.
Fouled out: Stockalper (USO). Total fouls:
USO 19, Gonzaga 12. Technical foul : Shepard
(Gl.

and 5-18overall .
Mike Stockalper paced
the Toreros with 20 points
before fouling out with 48
seconds to play . Earl Pierce contributed 16 and Bob
Bartholomew 11 for the
smaller Toreros, who were
outrebounded 30-26.
USD has two games remaining on its schedule,
playing Seattle tomorrow
night and the University of
Portland Saturday night in
7:30 games at the Sports
Arena.

San
of
University
Diego School of Law
Anthony
students
Passante of Cardiff, and
Constance Thomas of
Beach, have
· Solana
been selected for the i
1979-80 edition of "Who's
Who Among Students in
American Universities
and ·colleges."
The USD law students
are part of a group of
students from more than
1,200 higher education
institution s from around
the country and from
several nations to be
named in this year's
directory .
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· Special to The Times

SPOKANE-The University of San Diego dropped a 7866 decision to Gonzaga in West Coast Athletic Conference
basketball action Tuesday night.
Mike Stockalper of USD led all scorers with 20 points.
Earl Pierce added 16 points for the Toreros and Bob Bartholomew 11.
·
.
USD dropped to 1-13 in the WCAC and 5-18 overall.
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USO, SEATTLE CAGERS
SEEKING RARE WIN HERE

University of San Diego makes another attempt
tonight to chalk up its second West Coast Athletic
Conference victory of the season when it takes on
Seattle University's basketball team at the Sports
Arena at 7:30.
"We could be competitive if we stop their two top
players and stay out of foul trouble," USD Coach
Jim Brovelli said.
Seattle's big guns are 7-foot Jawann Oldham and
Carl Ervin. The Chieftains, 6-8 in the conference
against USD's 1-13, downed the Toreros 99-76 in
their previous meeting this season. Brovelli said he
would start guards Mike Stockalper and Earl
Pierce, center Bob Bartholomew and forwards
Brad Levesque and Keith Cunningham.

It's been a long year for the University of San Diego
Toreros, and an ·equally long one for the Seattle Chieftains, USD's opponent tonight at 7:30 in the Sports Arena.
But USD, 1-13 in its initial West Coast Athletic
Conference season, was not supposed to finish among the
top teams. And after the Toreros Jost starting center Joe
_Evans to academic ineligibility, conference coaches gave
a collective sigh of relief. The Toreros, they said, weren 't
going to win another game.
"There's no way they can be competitive with the
players they have now," said Loyola 's Ron Jacobs. "I
feel sorry for Jim Brovelli (USD coach) ."
This, from Santa Clara Coach Carroll Williams : "It's
going to take USD a few years to build the program. And
their success will be .partly determined by the degree of
commitment the university makes. But that's next
year. "

And from Gonzaga Coach Dan Fitzgerald: "I think
USD needs all the help it can get. That's why the 45second clock works to their advantage. It helps the
weaker teams."
Listening to comments like those probably makes the
5-18 Toreros- all nine of them - a little uncomfortable.
But at least they weren't expected to move mountains.
Seattle, however, with a seven-footer (Jawann
Oldham), and an excellent returning guard, (6-1 Carl
Ervin) was. This was the team that was supposed to
challenge perennial power USF for the conference title.
But as the season draws to a close, Seattle (6-8 and 1015) is just one step ahead of USD.
"I don't really understand that," Brovelli said. "Personnel-wise, they 're as good as any team in the league.
Most of us felt that Seattle was going to be right up there
with USF and Portland ."
In this season's previous meeting, Seattle won (99-76)
behind Oldham 's 28 points. Since then, the Chieftains
have moved guard Larry Martin (6-2) into the starting
lineup with Ervin. Tony Barnes (6-5) and Bernard Hill (68) start at forward .
·
USD will start guards Mike Stockalper (6-0) and Earl
Pierce (6-3) , forwards Brad Levesque (6-7) and Keith
Cunningham (6-8) , and center Bob Bartholomew (6-7) .
"If we can contain those two (Oldham and Ervin) , and
stay out of foul trouble, we can be competitive," Brovelli
said .
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California Court of Appeal
Justices Gordon Cologne and Howard
Wiener will hear the final arguments
at
12:30 p.m. today in USD School of
Law's moot court competition. A
reception for the justices follows

•
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USD Makes 'Who's'
Twe nty- four Univ ersit y
of San Dieg o Scho ol of law
stud ents have been selec ted
to be nam ed in the 1979-80
editi on of "Wh o's Who
Amo ng Stud ents in Ame rican
Univ ersit ies and Coll eges ."
They join 49 USO unde rgra du a t e s na m e d t o t h e
publ icati on last · Dec emb er.
The USO law stud ents join
a grou p of stud ents from
mor e than 1,200 high er
educ ation insti tutio ns from
arou nd the c_o untr y and from
seve ral forei gn natio ns to be
nam ed in this yea r's
di rect ory . Out stan ding:
stud ents have been hono red
in the annu al direc tory sinc e
it was first publ ishe d in 1934.
Mic hael Nav in, USO
Prof esso r and Scho ol of Law
Asso ciate Dean for Acad emic
Affa irs , coo rdin ated the
stud ent nom inati on proc ess.
Afte r con sult atio n with
Scho ol of Law facu lty and
staff, stud ents were cons idered who had mad e
con tr.ib utio ns to the
univ ersi ty both in
acad emic s and in serv ice to
the insti tutio n.
University of San Dieg o
Scho ol of Law stud ents
selec ted for 1979-80 editi on
of "Wh o's Who Among
Stu den ts in Am eric an
Univ ersit ies and .Coll eges :"
Mur ray Bank head , Dou glas
Bark er, Cele ste Stah l, Ardw in

SAN DIE GO UNI ON

Boye r, Arth ur Buck, Carl
Com men ator , Jen nife r
Fehl man , Jose Gue rrero ,
Deb orah Kass , Sana Loue ,
Mar tha McG ill, Mon ty
McI ntyr e, Mau reen Mark ey,
Philip Jay Matr icard i, Erin
Mul cahy , Will iam Nau man n ,
Mar k Park er , Anthony
Pass ante , Jame s David Scot t,
Troy Smit h , Jeffr ey Thom a,
Greg ory Wal den and Marg ie
Woo ds.
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Brainard's Hits
Pace USO, 7-6
Bart Brainard drove in
three runs with a home run
and double yesterday to
help .University of San
Diego defeat Point Loma
College 7-6 on the loser's
diamond.
Four of Brainard's team·
mates collected doubles
and they were. Don Slater,
John Mullen, Paul Engel
and Jamie McDonald . Ed
Patters got two hits for the
Crusaders.
001 0 07-11-3

.San Die go
Ch ron icl e
and
SAN DIEGO SMART SHOPPER
Established 1969
12th Year of Publi cation
A Legally Adju'd icated
News paper by
Super ior Cour t Decr ee
No. 338025
and
MT. EMPIRE CHRONICLE
Established 1960
.21st Year of Publi cation
A Legally Adjud icated
News paper by
Super ior Cour t Decr ee
No. 269582
Publisher -

Point Loma

000

100- ,

7

1

Brehm, Medina (7). Bidillo (8) and
nard; McCann,Stockwell (7l band McGoffey
HR--Brainard(USOl, 6th, none on.
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Stoglin,Gaines' Aide, Quitting·
. Aztecs, USD in Action Tonight

Editor - Steph en D. Lemish
Subsc riptio n Rates:
$5--6 mos., S10-Y r.

SAN DIEGO (UPI)--Andy Stoglin, assistant baske
tball
State University has announced his
resi gna tion diff ve une
after one season, due to
" p h ie
lo
re
s
with
n
o
c
head
p
eCoac
h
shi
Dave
c(Smo
al
-

1560 Califo rnia St.
San Diego , CA 92101
Phon e (714) 239-9444
Copyright 1980_

.

were teammates on the Harlem

continue torecruit and coach through June .
A begin schoo
for his
l
replacemes
nt o
Gaines said " We'vebeen frien dsfar a long time and
we
still are. We just didn't a l w
think
a the
ys
same way about
bas
and Andy
k1!8811
e'tvery
tb
happa
y in that
l
situat
l
ion."
,
a
San Di
State,e
trying
g to avert
oits a>th
S
losst
of thea
sea-te
son,
play atwi
Utah ll
tonight in pl
a Westa
ern Athletic Confer enc e gam e.
Anothe
teamr
, USD, Sa
will playn
host to Di
Seattle eg
USO
5-18
overa
ll and
coast
etic Conference.

Law st u de n ts '
training g et s
do w n to cases
By JOHN FARIN A
TRIBUNE Sloff Writer

You flip through the Yellow Pages
and pick out an attorney.
Competent or not?
Who can tell?
a
If you know someone who knows
e.
edg
an
got
've
good lawyer , you
Or if the lawyer you select has bea
proven track record, you cannsel
reasonably sure you have cou
you can count on .
s
Otherwise there are few metyhod
:
you
rne
atto
the
ther
whe
g
win
of kno
:
r
you
dle
han
to
settle on is qualified
case.
All you can assume is that he's a
law school graduate who 's passed
the bar exam.
And so you assume he's qualified.
Your assumption may be wrong. e
There are attorneys who hav
law
gone through the hard years of
i·
Cal
t
icul
diff
the
sed
pas
and
ool,
sch
t.
inep
still
are
who
fornia bar exam,
go.·
Many of them practice in San Diebee
n
has
ion
The legal profess
a
for
blem
pro
the
with
wrestling
all
n
bee
e
hav
long time, and there
ms to
sorts of measures and progra
yers
law
new
t
tha
ure
ens
ter
bet
help
ion.
fess
pro
ir
are credits to the
to
Legal referral services try but
nts,
clie
with
place able attorneys
it is not a foolproof system . to imThe bar operates clinics
all
prove attorney skills, but not
attorneys attend them.
to
Most law schools are reluctant n•
trai
e
rov
imp
to
la
ricu
cur
1 change
ba·
· ing or ferret out students who pro
l
lega
from
efit
ben
not
ld
bly wou
spas
get
they
education even though
ing grades .
And many law schools do not havne
the financial resources to broade
curricula to guarantee that studryents
of
not only understand the theo l.
wel
as
it,
of
e
ctic
pra
law but the
Some law schools - among them
- are
the University of San Diegovalu
e of
the
ing
gniz
increasingly reco
a
as
l
wel
as
nce
erie
exp
al
ctic
pra
.
law
of
ry
theo
knowledge of the
See LA WYERS, B-8
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*Lawyers
CONTINUEDFROM B-3

Grant Morris, assistant
dean of graduate studies
for USD, says the school
has legal clinics in which
students gain practical experience and develop analytical skills necessary for
handling all aspects of a
case.
"And I think there is a
legitimate need for the bar
exam to test these skills,"
Morris said. "It can help
improve the level of practice by attorneys, those in
both civil and criminal
law."

.

But as it is, many bright
law students with top
grades have gone into the
world of litigation and
found that from a practical
standpoint - performing in
the courtroom, interviewing clients, researching
cases - they're not as good
as they thought they were.
Some improve in time.
Others don't.
Lucky new lawyers pick
up experience as law
clerks, others get on-the-job
·training with established
firms, and there some learn
more about handling criminal and civil cases in clinics
sponsored by courts and the
bar association.
But hundreds of others,
including some who attended unaccr edited law
schools, merely pass the
2 1/2-daybar exam - some
barely - theri hang up a
shingle and begin practicing law - often to the detriment of their clients.
"The problem is more
extensive now," says Ron
Hutcherson, an attorney in
private practice here, "because the law schools are
churning out lawyers and
there are few jobs around
for them. So they're open. ing their own offices and
. serving clients without
gaining experience with established law firms , or
some other way.
"These attorneys have
managed to pass the bar
exam, but they lack the
practical experience, the
'nuts and bolts' of handling
a case, and they do not
adequately serve their
clients. "
The California Bar Association has long been aware
of the problem , and has
entertained . proposals for
revising the state bar exam
- not necessarily to make
it more difficult, but to
broaden its aability to test
both theoretical and practical skills needed by good
attorneys.
A move to assist minorities through the education
and examining process to
qualify them for practice
has given impetus to some
revisions to take effect in
J uly.

rector of the State Bar's attorneys, including Wil- entering other vocational
Committee of Bar Examin- liam Bailey, president of fields related to law, some
.
ers, says California has the San Diego Bar Associa- not.
long been a leader in test- tion, who says the only peo
Thefailure rate, Bailey
ing alternative methods of ple the professional com- said, is higher for students
,
assessing legal skills.
munity wants to keep out who have attended law
"I can't say that the are those who are incom- schools that do not offer the
present revisio ns are petent in the practice of best education possible
meant to benefit minorities, law.
including the unaccredited
although California historiFor this reason, signifi- schools which are
cally has been sensitive to cant changes in the bar ferating in California. prolithe needs of minority exam have been made only
He singles out some of
groups," said Tippin.
slowly over the years as the these unaccredited institu"But the revisions are legal profession has resist- tions as major stumblin
meant to better test the ed what it calls "tinker- blocks to a bright legal ca-g
legal skills of all applicants ing. "
reer for many students en- 1
who take the bar exam But the accusation that rolled there.
1
an improvement in the art the bar exam is designed to
Part of the failure rate ·
of mind measurement.
maintain the existence of may also be due to the fact
"Whether the revisions an "exclu sive legal that many schools do not
will make the exam more community" doesn't hold emphasize clinical training
difficult is difficult to say at water for those who note for students, · and have his- .
this point. "
.
that there are 4,000 attor- torically resisted it, Bailey
Instead of merely an- neys practicing in San said.
·
swering multiple-choice Diego, 4,000 students cur"They tell us - the legal
questions and writing rently in San Diego law profession - 'We'll give
essays, applicants to the schools, and not nearly them the theory, you give
bar will also be required to enough jobs to accommo- them the practical experido a research problem , an- date them all.
ence.'
swer questions based on
And those 4,000 lawyers
"The problem is that we
viewing a mock legal pro- were people who passed a can't give them all the
ceeding on videotape, and difficult bar exam which practical experience in ap·will be given more time to has an average failure rate prenticeship situations."
answer questions on por- of about 50 percent in CaliAnd, Bailey adds, some
tions of the test.
fornia, according to Hutch- applicants who pass the bar
The changes , more dra- erson. And that failure rate exam have never even vismatic than past revisions, comes despite the fact ited a courtroom.
were probably forced some- many law school graduates
That could change, howwhat by criticism that the take special six-week ever, if the bar exam tests
legal community is a courses designed to help students for practical, as
"closed profession," and them wade successfully well as theoretical, ability.
the bar exam was designed through the exam.
to keep some segments of
Unsuccessful applicants
the community out.
can take the bar again after
That charge is vigorously a period of time. Some do.
denied by many practicing Others don '1 bother, some
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Despite· Music, USD Can't
Hit Winning Note, 76- 58
By JOHN SCHUMACHER
Times Staff Writer

SAN DIEGO -- TheLincoln High ting on him and he was getting madSchool band was playing the right der and madder at me," Schalow said.
kind of music Thursday night, but it "But when Carl Ervin penetrates,
dribbles, and pulls up for the pass,
fell on deaf ears.
All-Coast. He's a darn good
he's
undersuch
performed
The group
dog tunes as the themes from "Rock" shooter and when he penetrates and
and "The Longest Yard," but their keeps the defense off balance he's one
songs failed to.inspire the University super player."
Ervin and Oldham were also busy 1
of San Diego as the Toreros dropped a
76-58 decision to Seattle University on the defensive end of the floor, an- I
chorimg a zone defense that shut i
at the Sports Arena
For awhile it seemed USD would down the Toreros offense. Darryl! ,
live up to the victorious underdog Barbour's long range jumpers in the :
role, but Seattle's senior tandem of 7- second half comprised most of USD's :
. foot Jawann Oldham and guard Carl offense. Barbour totaled 12 points,
Ervin dashed any upset hopes the with reserve Rusty Whitmarsh leading the Toreros with 14.
Toreros might have had.
USD jumped out to a 32-30 halftime
"We play well, then we go into
lead, but Oldham and Ervin went to what I call our drought," USO head
work in the second half as the Chief- coach Jim Brovelli said. "We go four ,
tans gradually pulled away. The two minutes without scoring, then we
accounted for 33 of Seattle's first 35 battle back and go into another
points in the second half, with Erving · drought."
The Toreros now 1-14 in the West :
getting 20andaOldham 13 during a
35-20blitz that left the Chieftans Coast Athletic Conference and 5-19
overall, have been experiencing
leading 65-52 with only 4:51 lefl
all season. But Brovelli is 1
droughts
12on
points
26
with
finished
Ervin
to a philosophy of not:
committed
of-19 shooting. Oldham, who didn't
start because of a sore throat, man- making any radical changes in the off
aged 21 points during his 28 minutes season.
"it would be easy to say I'm going ·
.
on the floor,
clean house and bring in all new
to
had
Schalow
Jack
coach
Seattle
high praise for Ervin, who reverted to players, but I won't do that," he said.
the form that Schalow believes makes "We've got players that are good ·
supporting players at the Division I
him a more talented player.
"He was relying on.just outside level, all we need to bring in is a few ,
shooting for a long time-I kept get- top players."
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FOUNDERS GALLERY (University of San Diego ): Ex pressionist drawings and paintings of Herman Graffe
through March 13. Open Monday through Friday 10 a.m. to
4p.m.

PSYCHIATRY LECTURE (Camino Theater, University
of San Diego): Dr. Cornelia Wilbur speaks. Thursday at 8

p.m.

.
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Seattle Beats
·uso, 76-58,
In 2nd Half
By AILENE VOISIN
State Writer, TheSon Diego Union

Until a few weeks ago, Seattle
University Coach Jack.Schalow says
he was a sensitive, compassionate
sort. The type of guy who tried to
keep all 15 of his players happy.
And then he started losing ballgames. St. Mary's- was first, then
Santa Clara, Pepperdine and Loyola.
"That was it, " Schalow said last
night, " I told my players if they
didn't start playing unselfishly, passing the ball, they were gonna be out
of there. I think it made a difference
tonight. "
It appeared to, anyway. The Chieftains came back from a 32-30 halftime deficit to overwhelm the University of San Diego, 76-58, last night
in a West Coast Athletic Conference
contest in the Sports Arena .
For USD, it was another in a
succession of WCAC losses (1-14).
And Portland comes to town tomorrow. For Seattle, now 7-8 and 11-15
overall, it was one of those rare,
team-oriented victories .
Seven-foot center Jawann Oldham
- weakened by a virus - nevertheless responded with 21 points and
five rebounds. Guard Carl Ervin,
probably the team 's best passer,
scored 26 points on 12 of 19 from the
floor.
Tony Barnes added 17 points and
IO rebounds, Bernard Hill had 12
rebounds, and Larry Martin fini shed
with six assists.

(Continued on C-3, Col. 4)

Seattle Rips
USO With
Team Play
(Continued from C-1)
"That's what I 've been
trying to get these guys to
do all year," Schalow said .
" For a while they did , and
we were 6-4. Then they aJJ
starting going for the shot
and we Jost four straight.
" It got so bad , I wanted
to go out and jump off a
bridge."
Shalow r estrained himself, however, choosing instead to bring his sometimes-selfish, sometimes happy Chieftains into San
Diego for a battle with the
smaller Toreros (5-19) .
For a half, he probably
wished he hadn't. USD , taking advantage of Oldham's
absence for the first 12 minutes, outrebound ed th e
Chieftains 14-11 and capitalized at the line (14 for 14).
Rusty Whitmarsh ' s two
free throws gave the
Toreros _the halftim e
advantage.
But Oldham started the
second half, and just like
that, Seattle was ·ahead.
Ervin scored two consecutive baskets, Oldham hit a
hook and a free throw , and
USD was down. 37-32. The
Chieftains didn 't stop ther e
- Ervin began hitting from
the · corner , Oldham and
. and Hill pulled down the
rebounds, and Seattle led
comfortably the rest of the
way .
At one point, Oldham
scored three straight hooks
over USD's defenders, Bob
Bartholom ew and Keith
Cunningham.
" Keith came over and
asked me how to stop that,"
USD 's Coach Jim Brove!Ji
said afterward, " and I told
him I didn't know. Maybe
be ought

to get

a

stick.
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Provisional Presents Throwback
By WELTON JONES

suc ce ssfully integ rated plaints about jobs, friend
themselve s socially into politics, drinking, sex s, while the seventh member
and of t_he company
"ordinary " society.
causes, all trick ed out with sprightly guitar. plays a
The romanti c strea k Probably most
buzz word s and whispy
But the play's biggest
which chara cteriz es the- even the "ordinary peopl e, songs accompanied by
"
lack,
ones,
even more important
a ter people sometimes prefer using the theat
er for acoustical instrument s.
than
its
vagueness, is the
a
pe or ennoblemen t
A song which shows up at lack of humor. Some
a es O on odd tangents. esca
rathe
r
than
mund
ane
reinthe start and finish men- back , the Provision years
The example at hand last
al Thenight, when the Provisional forcement.
lions the problems of being ater took itself very
seriTheater of Los Angeles visInching Through the an Indian, and one of the ously indeed, and a certain
ited USD for .a single per- Everglades" is
r from characters which Laughlin amount of that holds over
f O rma n c e , was the the title forwardcleve
to
exact
ly describes at some length is . in the form of a faint prissish O pwo rn fant asy of the second joke - in
one of an Indian , so the whol e ness and a threatenin
"people's theater...
those revue sequences of a show might be seen as a pomposity , both of whichg
The Provisional is . a crowd freezing in mid-b
us- plea for everybody to be make it unlikely that the
throwback in many ways . tle while one individual de- nice to Indians. But it's company will ever find itYears after the experimen- livers a quip come
s the much too oblique for such a self accepted as just plain
talists of the
s
abanline:
"Peo
ple
laugh
at me directly stated message. folks . ·
1960
• doned group consc
iousness because I don't allow plas- The show may also be
for individual careers, the tic to touch my body
. They about pollution or Jost idenP .
used to laugh at me
be- tity.
.
rovisional st ill clings to cause
I didn 't want to be Xthe noble notion of an artisAnd it doesn 'f help a bit
tic band of broth ers so at- rayed. They don 't
laugh that no dialogue is ever
tuned to each other and to anymore."
exchanged between charactheir audience that creativThereafter, the strain of ters. The other four actors
ity occurs in mass spasms. extraordinary artist
s trying on stage march about in
But even more sweetly to represent ordinary
masks (very clever and atromantic is the Provision- pie droops into tediu peo- tributed to Carlos Laranam and
al's pose of being just folks , sterility. . ·
ga) fiddling with the fussy
like you and me and Cousin
A large part of the prob- abstract scenery and sugPearl and the folks down at !em is the play' form
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